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MINIMAL LENGTH MAXIMAL GREEN SEQUENCES
ALEXANDER GARVER, THOMAS MCCONVILLE, AND KHRYSTYNA SERHIYENKO
Abstract. Maximal green sequences are important objects in representation theory, cluster algebras, and string
theory. It is an open problem to determine what lengths are achieved by the maximal green sequences of a
quiver. We combine the combinatorics of surface triangulations and the basics of scattering diagrams to address
this problem. Our main result is a formula for the length of minimal length maximal green sequences of quivers
defined by triangulations of an annulus or a punctured disk.
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1. Introduction
A maximal green sequence is a distinguished sequence of local transformations, known as mutations, of a
given quiver (i.e., directed graph). Maximal green sequences were introduced by Keller in [18] in order to obtain
combinatorial formulas for the refined Donaldson-Thomas invariants of Kontsevich and Soibelman [19]. They are
also important in string theory [2], representation theory [5, 7], and cluster algebras [14].
Recently, there have been many developments on the combinatorics of maximal green sequences (see [21] and
references therein). In particular, in [21] it is shown that almost any quiver Q with a finite mutation class
(i.e., the set of quivers obtained from Q by mutations) has a maximal green sequence. Our goal is to add to the
known combinatorics by developing a numerical invariant of the set of maximal green sequences of Q: the length
of minimal length maximal green sequences.
This invariant is natural from the perspective of cluster algebras. Fixing a quiver Q induces an orientation of
the edges of the corresponding exchange graph. It turns out that the maximal green sequences of Q are in natural
bijection with finite length maximal directed paths of the resulting oriented exchange graph (see [5]). Examples
of oriented exchange graphs include the Hasse diagrams of Tamari lattices and of Cambrian lattices of type A,
D, and E [24]. In these examples, the minimal length maximal green sequences always have length equal to the
number of vertices of Q, but, in general, the minimal length of a maximal green sequence may be larger than
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the number of vertices of Q. Thus understanding the length of minimal length maximal green sequences provides
new information about oriented exchange graphs.
Our main results (see Theorems 6.1 and 9.4) are formulas for this minimal length when Q is of mutation
type Dn or mutation type rAn (i.e., Q is in the mutation class of a type Dn or of an affine type An quiver).
This number was calculated in mutation type A in [10]. We also obtain explicit constructions of minimal length
maximal green sequences of Q, in the process of proving Theorems 6.1 and 9.4.
We also suspect that the length of minimal length maximal green sequences may be significant from the
perspective of representation theory of algebras. More specifically, given two quivers that define derived equivalent
cluster-tilted algebras, it appears that they will have minimal length maximal green sequences of the same length
(see Section 10 for more details).
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the basics of quiver mutation, maximal green
sequences, and oriented exchange graphs. We also recall the definitions of c- and g-vectors, and the result that
maximal green sequences are in bijection with certain sequences of c-vectors. In Section 3, we present the basics
of scattering diagrams. We use these to reformulate a result of Muller (see Theorem 3.3) that shows that a
maximal green sequence of a quiver determines a maximal green sequence of any full subquiver by removing from
the corresponding sequence of c-vectors all those that are not supported on the full subquiver.
In Section 4, we use Theorem 3.3 to show that the minimal length of maximal green sequences of the direct
sum of two quivers Q1 and Q2 is the minimal length of maximal green sequences of Q1 plus the minimal length
of maximal green sequences of Q2. In Section 5, we use Theorem 3.3 to show that if a quiver rQ is obtained from
another quiver Q by “attaching” several mutation type A quivers to Q, then the problem of finding the length
of minimal length maximal green sequences of rQ reduces to finding the length of minimal length maximal green
sequences of Q (see Corollary 5.7).
In Sections 6 and 8, we apply our results to quivers of mutation type Dn and calculate the minimal length
of maximal green sequences in Theorem 6.1. Here, we also use combinatorics of triangulated surfaces in the
sense of [12] and [13] which we review in Section 7. In particular, we recall how maximal green sequences can be
interpreted geometrically using shear coordinates. In Section 9, we do likewise for quivers of mutation type rAn
(see Theorem 9.4). We remark that Corollary 5.7 plays in important role in these sections.
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At various stages of this project, Alexander Garver received support from an RTG grant DMS-1148634, NSERC,
and the Canada Research Chairs program. Khrystyna Serhiyenko was supported by the NSF Postdoctoral
Fellowship MSPRF-1502881.
2. Maximal green sequences
2.1. Quivers and quivers mutation. A quiver Q is a directed graph. In other words, Q is a 4-tuple
pQ0, Q1, s, tq, where Q0 “ rms :“ t1, 2, . . . ,mu is a set of vertices, Q1 is a set of arrows, and two func-
tions s, t : Q1 Ñ Q0 defined so that for every α P Q1, we have spαq αÝÑ tpαq. An ice quiver is a pair pQ,F q
with Q a quiver and F Ă Q0 a set of frozen vertices with the restriction that any i, j P F have no arrows of Q
connecting them. By convention, we assume Q0zF “ rns and F “ rn ` 1,ms :“ tn ` 1, n ` 2, . . . ,mu. We refer
to elements of Q0zF as mutable vertices. Any quiver Q is regarded as an ice quiver by setting Q “ pQ,Hq.
If a given ice quiver pQ,F q is 2-acyclic (i.e., Q has no loops or 2-cycles), we can define a local transformation
of pQ,F q called mutation. The mutation of an ice quiver pQ,F q at a mutable vertex k, denoted µk, produces
a new ice quiver pµkQ,F q by the three step process:
(1) For every 2-path iÑ k Ñ j in Q, adjoin a new arrow iÑ j.
(2) Reverse the direction of all arrows incident to k in Q.
(3) Remove any 2-cycles created, and remove any arrows created that connect two frozen vertices.
From now on, we will only work with 2-acyclic quivers. We show an example of mutation below with the mutable
(resp., frozen) vertices in black (resp., blue).
pQ,F q = 1
2
3
4
;;;;
##
;;
µ2ÞÝÑ 1
2
3
4
cc
////
{{ {{
;; = pµ2Q,F q
The information of an ice quiver can be equivalently described by its (skew-symmetric) exchange matrix.
Given pQ,F q, we define B “ BpQ,F q “ pbijq P Znˆm :“ tnˆm integer matricesu by bij :“ |ti αÑ j P Q1u| ´ |tj αÑ
2
i P Q1u|. Furthermore, ice quiver mutation can equivalently be defined as matrix mutation of the corresponding
exchange matrix. Given an exchange matrix B P Znˆm, the mutation of B at k P rns, also denoted µk, produces
a new exchange matrix µkpBq “ pb1ijq with entries
b1ij :“
#
´bij : if i “ k or j “ k
bij ` |bik|bkj`bik|bkj |2 : otherwise.
For example, the mutation of the ice quiver above (here m “ 4 and n “ 3) translates into the following matrix
mutation. Note that mutation of matrices and of ice quivers is an involution (i.e., µkµkpBq “ B).
BpQ,F q “
»– 0 2 0 0´2 0 1 0
0 ´1 0 ´1
fifl µ2ÞÝÑ
»– 0 ´2 2 02 0 ´1 0
´2 1 0 ´1
fifl “ Bpµ2Q,F q.
Let Mut(pQ,F q) denote the collection of ice quivers obtainable from pQ,F q by finitely many mutations where
such ice quivers are considered up to an isomorphism of quivers that fixes the frozen vertices. We will refer to
Mut(pQ,F q) as the mutation class of pQ,F q. Such an isomorphism is equivalent to a simultaneous permutation
of the rows and first n columns of the corresponding exchange matrices.
For our purposes, it will be useful to recall the following classification of mutation type An quivers (i.e.,
quivers R P Mutp1 Ð 2 Ð ¨ ¨ ¨ Ð nq) due to Buan and Vatne.
Lemma 2.1. [9, Prop. 2.4] A connected quiver Q with n vertices is of mutation type An if and only if Q satisfies
the following:
i) All non-trivial cycles in the underlying graph of Q are oriented and of length 3.
ii) Any vertex has degree at most 4.
iii) If a vertex has degree 4, then two of its adjacent arrows belong to one 3-cycle, and the other two belong
to another 3-cycle.
iv) If a vertex has degree 3, then two of its adjacent arrows belong to a 3-cycle, and the third arrow does not
belong to any 3-cycle.
At times we will also say that a quiver Q is of mutation type A, meaning that Q is of mutation type A|Q0|.
2.2. Maximal green sequences and oriented exchange graphs. In this section, we review the notions of
maximal green sequences and oriented exchange graphs.
Given a quiver Q, we define its framed (resp., coframed) quiver to be the ice quiver pQ (resp., qQ) wherepQ0 :“ Q0 \ rn ` 1, 2ns (resp., qQ0 :“ Q0 \ rn ` 1, 2ns), F “ rn ` 1, 2ns, and pQ1 :“ Q1 \ ti Ñ n ` i : i P rnsu
(resp., qQ1 :“ Q1 \ tn ` i Ñ i : i P rnsu). We denote elements of Mutp pQq by Q, and we will henceforth write
i1 “ n` i where i P rns. We say that a mutable vertex i of Q is green (resp., red) if there are no arrows in Q of
the form iÐ j1 (resp., iÑ j1) for some j P rns. The celebrated theorem of Derksen, Weyman, and Zelevinsky [11,
Theorem 1.7], known as sign-coherence of c-vectors and g-vectors, implies that given Q P Mutp pQq any mutable
vertex of Q is either green or red.
Definition 2.2 ([18]). A maximal green sequence of Q is a sequence i “ pi1, . . . , ikq of mutable vertices of pQ
where
iq for all j P rks vertex ij P rns is green in µij´1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ µi1p pQq, and
iiq each vertex i P rns of µik ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ µi1p pQq is red.
We let MGSpQq denote the set of maximal green sequences of Q. At times, we will use the abuse of language
where we refer to µ
i
:“ µikµik´1 ¨ ¨ ¨µi1 also as a maximal green sequence. Additionally, we define `piq :“ k and
`pµ
i
q :“ k to be the length of the maximal green sequence i.
For a given quiver Q, it is an open question to determine what positive integers can be realized as lengths of
maximal green sequences of Q. In [5, Lemma 2.20], it is shown that if Q is acyclic, then Q has a maximal green
sequence of length |Q0| and this is the shortest any maximal green sequence of a quiver can be. The following
theorem is the first to address this question for an infinite family of quivers in which oriented cycles may appear.
Theorem 2.3. [10, Theorem 6.5, Theorem 7.2] The length of a minimal length maximal green sequence of a
mutation type An quiver Q is |Q0| ` |t3-cycles of Qu|.
The maximal green sequences of Q are in natural bijection with the finite length maximal directed paths
in the oriented exchange graph of Q [5, Proposition 2.13], which we now define. The exchange graph ofpQ, denoted EGp pQq, is the (a priori infinite) graph whose vertices are elements of Mutp pQq and two vertices are
3
connected by an edge if the corresponding quivers differ by a single mutation. The oriented exchange graph of
Q, denoted
ÝÝÑ
EGp pQq, is the directed graph whose vertex set is Mutp pQq and whose edges are of the form Q ÝÑ µjQ
where j P rns is green in Q. Oriented exchange graphs were introduced in [5] where they initiated the study of
maximal green sequences. We show the oriented exchange graph of Q “ 1 Ñ 2 in Figure 1.
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1 2
1′ 2′
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1 2
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ÝÝÑ
EGp pQq c-matpQq g-matpQq
Figure 1. The oriented exchange graph of Q “ 1 Ñ 2 and the directed graphs c-matpQq and
g-matpQq.
The oriented exchange graph of a quiver Q can be equivalently described using the c-vectors and c-matrices
of Q. We say that C “ CQ P Zn is a c-matrix of Q if there exists Q P EGp pQq such that C is the n ˆ n
submatrix of BQ “ pbijqiPrns,jPr2ns containing its last n columns. That is, C “ pbijqiPrns,jPrn`1,2ns. We let c-
mat(Q) :“ tCQ : Q P EGp pQqu. A row vector of a c-matrix is known as a c-vector. Since a c-matrix C is only
defined up to a permutations of its rows, C can be regarded simply as a set of c-vectors.
Sign coherence of c-vectors, says that any c-vector is either a nonzero element of Zně0 or of Znď0. In the former
case, we say a c-vector is positive. In the latter case, we say a c-vector is negative. From our definition of the
exchange matrix Q, we have that ck P CQ (the c-vector of vertex k in Q) is positive (resp., negative) if and only
if k is green (resp., red) in Q.
The set c-matpQq can be regarded as a directed graph whose vertices are c-matrices and whose directed edges
are exactly those of the form CQ Ñ CµkQ where ck P CQ is positive. Now by regarding c-matpQq as a directed
graph, it follows from [7] that
ÝÝÑ
EGp pQq – c-matpQq and maximal directed paths in each are in natural bijection.1
Moreover, each directed edge CQ Ñ CµkQ of c-matpQq is labeled by the c-vector ck. We obtain the following
lemma.
Lemma 2.4. A maximal green sequence i “ pi1, . . . , ikq of a quiver Q is equivalent to a maximal directed
path cpiq “ pci1 , . . . , cikq in c-matpQq where cij P Cµij´1˝¨¨¨˝µi1 p pQq is the c-vector corresponding to vertex ij P
pµij´1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ µi1p pQqq0.
We conclude this section by presenting yet another equivalent description of the oriented exchange graph of
Q, which uses g-vectors and g-matrices (see [15]). The definition of a g-vector g P Zn (resp., g-matrix G P Znˆn)
was originally made for each cluster variable (resp., seed) of a cluster algebra with principal coefficients A where
n is the rank of the cluster algebra. The g-vectors of A provide a Zn-grading of the cluster variables by [15,
Proposition 6.1].
In this paper, we define g-matrices and g-vectors using quiver mutation. We let the identity matrix In P Znˆn
be the g-matrix associated to pQ. The rows vectors tg1, . . . ,gnu of In are the g-vectors of In where gi corresponds
to mutable vertex i in pQ. Here gi is the ith standard basis vector. Each Q P ÝÝÑEGp pQq will have an associated
g-matrix whose row vectors are its g-vectors. As is the case with c-matrices, the g-matrices are only defined
up to row permutations and thus can be regarded simply as sets of g-vectors.
1One can define a notion of c-matrix mutation (for example, see [7, page 35]). However, we omit this definition because we will
not need it.
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We produce the g-matrix associated to Q P ÝÝÑEGp pQq by defining a mutation operation on g-matrices. Let
G “ GQ be the g-matrix of Q whose g-vectors are tg1, . . . ,gnu. Then the g-matrix of µkQ, denoted µkpGq, is
defined to the be matrix whose row vectors are tg1, . . . , µkpgkq, . . . ,gnu where
µkpgkq :“
$’’’&’’’%
´gk `
ÿ
pj αÑkqPQ1
gj : k is green in Q
´gk `
ÿ
pj αÐkqPQ1
gj : k is red in Q.
We let g-matpQq denote the set of g-matrices of Q. In Figure 1, we show the g-matrices of Q “ 1 Ñ 2. Perhaps
surprisingly, the c-matrices and g-matrices of a quiver can be obtained from each other by a simple bijection, as
the following theorem shows.
Theorem 2.5. ([23, Theorem 1.2],[7, Theorem 4.17]) The map
c-matpQq ÝÑ g-matpQq
C ÞÝÑ pC´1qT
pG´1qT ÐÝß G
sending a c-matrix or g-matrix to its inverse transpose is a bijection, and this map commutes with mutation of
c-matrices and g-matrices of Q.
In particular, Theorem 2.5 shows that one can transfer the edge orientation of c-matpQq to g-matpQq. Thus,
one can regard g-matpQq as a directed graph whose vertices are g-matrices and whose directed edges are exactly
those of the form GÑ µkG where k is green in Q and G “ GQ. In Figure 1, we show g-matpQq with Q “ 1 Ñ 2.
3. Scattering diagrams
In [17], scattering diagrams are shown to be extremely useful in modeling cluster algebras. They are used
by Gross, Hacking, Keel, and Kontsevich to prove many long-standing conjectures on cluster algebras including
the Positivity Conjecture and sign coherence of c-vectors and g-vectors. The first (resp., second) conjecture was
only known for skew-symmetric cluster algebras (i.e., cluster algebras defined by quivers) from [20, Theorem 1.1]
(resp., [11, Theorem 1.7]). We follow the treatment of scattering diagrams defined by quivers as presented in [22].
We recommend that the reader refer to [22] for more details.
In this section, we work with a fixed quiver Q, and we will associate to Q a particular scattering diagram
whose existence follows from [17, Theorem 1.13]. This scattering diagram, which we will refer to as the consistent
scattering diagram for Q and will denote by DpQq, will encode all of the maximal green sequences of Q. We
begin by reviewing scattering diagram terminology. Our goal in this section is to obtain a restatement of Greg
Muller’s theorem [22, Theorem 9] (see Theorem 3.3).
Define R :“ Qrx˘11 , . . . , x˘1n srry1, . . . , ynss to be the formal powers series ring with coefficients coming from
the Laurent polynomial ring in the variables x1, . . . , xn. For m “ pm1, . . . ,mnq P Zn (resp., m “ pm1, . . . ,mnq P
Nn), we write xm “ xm11 ¨ ¨ ¨xmnn (resp., ym “ ym11 ¨ ¨ ¨ ymnn ). For each m P Nn, define a formal elementary
transformation, denoted Em, by
R
EmÝÑ R
xm
1 ÞÝÑ p1` xBmymq m¨m
1
gcdpmqxm
1
ym
1 ÞÝÑ ym1
where m ¨m1 :“ řni“1mim1i, gcdpmq is the greatest common divisor of the coordinates of m, and B “ BQ is the
exchange matrix of Q. The formal elementary transformation Em is an automorphism of R with inverse given by
R
E´1mÝÑ R
xm
1 ÞÝÑ p1` xBmymq´ m¨m
1
gcdpmqxm
1
ym
1 ÞÝÑ ym1 .
As shown in [22], elementary transformations, in general, do not commute. For example, by [22, Prop. 4.1.1]
if m ¨Bm1 “ 1 for m,m1 P Nn, then EmEm1 “ Em1Em`m1Em.
Define a wall to be a pair pm,W q where
‚ m P Nn is nonzero and
‚ W Ă Rn is a convex polyhedral cone that spans mK :“ tm1 P Rn : m ¨m1 “ 0u.
5
pp1, 0q, p0, Rqq
pp0, 1q, pR, 0qq
pp1, 1q, Rě0p1,´1qq
pp1, 0q, p0, Rqq
pp0, 1q, pR, 0qq
pp1, 1q, Rě0p1,´1qq
q
p
Figure 2. Two copies of the consistent scattering diagram for Q “ 1 Ñ 2. The finite transverse
loop p defines the path-ordered product E´1p0,1qE
´1
p1,1qE
´1
p1,0qEp0,1qEp1,0q. We leave it to the reader
to verify that this path-ordered product is the trivial automorphism.
Given a wall pm,W q, the fact that m P Nn implies that W X pRą0qn “ W X pRă0qn “ H. Also, W defines two
half-spaces tm1 P Rn : m ¨m1 ą 0u and tm1 P Rn : m ¨m1 ă 0u, which we will refer to as the green side and red
side of W , respectively. We define a scattering diagram in Rn, denoted D “ tpmpiq,WiquiPI , to be a multiset of
walls2 where each pmpiq,Wiq P D has mpiq P Nn and W P Rn. We define a chamber of D to be a path-connected
component of Rn ´D.
Scattering diagrams can be used to understand diagrams of elementary transformations, as any wall pm,W q
is naturally associated with the elementary transformation Em. Given a scattering diagram D in Rn we say that
a smooth path p : r0, 1s Ñ Rn is finite transverse if
‚ pp0q RW and pp1q RW for any wall pm,W q in D,
‚ for any wall pm,W q of D, p may only intersect W transversally, and in this case, p must not intersect the
boundary of W ,
‚ p intersects at most finitely many distinct walls of D, and p does not intersect two walls that span distinct
hyperplanes at points where the two intersect (see path q in Figure 2).
Let pmp1q,W1q, . . . , pmpkq,Wkq be the sequence of walls crossed by a finite transverse path p. Then p determines
the path-ordered product of elementary transformations given by
ÐÝÝź
iPrks
Ei
mpiq :“ Ekmpkq ¨ ¨ ¨E1mp1q
where i “ 1 (resp., i “ ´1) if p crosses Wi from its green side to its red side (resp., from its red side to its green
side).
We say that a scattering diagram D “ tpmpiq,WiquiPI with finitely many walls is consistent if any path-
ordered product defined by finite transverse loop is the trivial automorphism of R (see loop p in Figure 2). We
say that two scattering diagrams D1 and D2 with finitely many walls are equivalent if each smooth path p that
is finite transverse in D1 and D2 defines the same path-ordered product in D1 as it does in D2. For brevity, we
do not define consistency or equivalence for scattering diagrams D with infinitely many walls.
Theorem 3.1. [17, Theorems 1.13 and 1.28] For each quiver Q, there is a consistent scattering diagram, denoted
DpQq, unique up to equivalence, such that
‚ for each i P t1, . . . , nu, there is a wall of the form pei, eKi q, and‚ every other wall pm,W q in DpQq satisfies Bm RW .
The scattering diagram DpQq has two distinguished chambers, namely, pRą0qn the all-positive chamber
and pRă0qn the all-negative chamber. We say that a chamber C in DpQq is reachable if there exists a finite
transverse path from pRą0qn to C.
Theorem 3.2. [17, Lemmas 2.9 and 5.12] Every reachable chamber of DpQq is of the form
Rą0g1 ` Rą0g2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` Rą0gn
2As is noted in [22], we allow multiple copies of the same wall.
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for some g-matrix G “ tg1,g2, . . . ,gnu P g-matpQq. The inward-pointing normal vectors of the same reachable
chamber are the row vectors of the c-matrix C “ pG´1qT P c-matpQq. These correspondences induce bijections
between the reachable chambers of DpQq and elements of g-matpQq and elements of c-matpQq. In particular,
the positive c-vectors of Q are exactly the vectors m that appear in a wall pm,W q of DpQq that is incident to a
reachable chamber.
A useful consequence of Theorem 3.2 is that there is a bijection between maximal green sequences of Q and
finite transverse paths p : r0, 1s Ñ Rn in DpQq from the all-positive chamber to the all-negative chamber with the
property that whenever p crosses a wall of DpQq it does so from the green side to the red side. The following is
essentially proven in [22].
Theorem 3.3. Let Q be any quiver and Q: any full subquiver of Q. There is a map MGSpQq Ñ MGSpQ:q
defined by sending i P MGSpQq to the maximal green sequence i: P MGSpQ:q where cpi:q “ pcp1q, . . . , cp`qq is the
unique longest subsequence of cpiq where each cpjq “ pcpjq1 , . . . , cpjqn q satisfies cpjqi “ 0 if i P Q0zQ:0.
Proof. The scattering diagram DpQ:q “ tpm:j ,W :j qujPJ can be obtained from DpQq by considering the subset of
walls of DpQq given by pi˚DpQ:q “ tppiT pm:jq, pi´1pW :j qqujPJ . Here pi : Rn Ñ Rk is the canonical projection and
piT : Rk Ñ Rn is the coordinate inclusion. More precisely, by [22, Theorem 33], the scattering diagram pi˚DpQ:q
is obtained from DpQq by removing all of its walls pm,W q where m “ pm1, . . . ,mnq has any nonzero entry mi
with i P Q0zQ:0. Now by Theorem 3.2, any wall pm:,W :q of DpQ:q that is incident to a reachable chamber of
DpQ:q has the property that m: “ pm:1, . . . ,m:nq is a positive c-vector of Q where m:i “ 0 if i P Q0zQ:0.
Next, let i P MGSpQq and let p : r0, 1s Ñ Rn be a finite transverse path that defines i. Now consider the path
pi ˝p : r0, 1s Ñ Rk. By the proof of [22, Theorem 9], we know that pi ˝p is a finite transverse path in DpQ:q. Thus
pi ˝ p defines a maximal green sequence i: P MGSpQ:q, and pi ˝ p only crosses walls pm:,W :q of DpQ:q that are
incident to reachable chambers of DpQ:q. Now by the previous paragraph, we conclude that cpi:q “ pcp1q, . . . , cp`qq
is the unique longest subsequence of cpiq where each cpjq “ pcpjq1 , . . . , cpjqn q satisfies cpjqi “ 0 if i P Q0zQ:0. 
As a corollary we obtain a result on the lengths of maximal green sequences that characterizes acyclic quivers.
Corollary 3.4. A quiver Q is acyclic if and only if Q admits a maximal green sequence of length |Q0|.
Proof. The forward direction follows from [5, Lemma 2.20]. To show the backward direction we suppose that
there exists a quiver Q with oriented cycles that admits a maximal green sequence i of length |Q0|. Note that in
this case every vertex must be mutated exactly once. Let Q1 be a subquiver of Q consisting of a single vertex,
and observe that Q1 admits a unique maximal green sequence of length 1. Theorem 3.3 implies that cpiq consists
of |Q0| vectors of the form cpjq, where the only nonzero entry of cpjq equals 1 and occurs at position j.
Since Q contains oriented cycles there exists a full subquiver Q: of Q such that no vertex of Q: is a source
in Q:. By Theorem 3.3 the sequence i: is a maximal green sequence for Q: of length
∣∣Q:∣∣. Suppose i: begins
with a mutation at vertex i. By construction, there exists an arrow j Ñ i ending at i in Q:. Then in µipxQ:q
the c-vector at vertex j becomes strictly positive at position i. Furthermore, since we will not mutate at i again
while performing i: it follows that prior to a mutation at j the corresponding c-vector will remain strictly positive
at position i. However, this contradicts the description of cpi:q according to Theorem 3.3. Therefore, we can
conclude that if Q contains oriented cycles then it cannot admit a maximal green sequence of length |Q0|. 
4. Direct sums of quivers
In this section, we recall the definition of a direct sum of quivers following [16]. In [16], it was shown that, under
certain restrictions, if a quiver Q can be written as a direct sum of quivers where each summand has a maximal
green sequence, then the maximal green sequences of the summands can be concatenated in some way to give a
maximal green sequence for Q. We show that, under those same restrictions, if Q is a direct sum of quivers, then
the minimal length of a maximal green sequence of Q is the sum of the lengths of minimal length maximal green
sequences of its summands. Throughout this section, we let pQ1, F1q and pQ2, F2q be finite ice quivers with n1 and
n2 nonfrozen vertices, respectively. Furthermore, we assume pQ1q0zF1 “ rn1s and pQ2q0zF2 “ rn1 ` 1, n1 ` n2s.
Definition 4.1. Let pa1, . . . , akq denote a k-tuple of elements from pQ1q0zF1 and pb1, . . . , bkq a k-tuple of elements
from pQ2q0zF2. (By convention, we assume that the k-tuple pa1, . . . , akq is ordered so that ai ď aj if i ă j unless
stated otherwise.) Additionally, let pR1, F1q P MutppQ1, F1qq and pR2, F2q P MutppQ2, F2qq. We define the direct
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sum of pR1, F1q and pR2, F2q, denoted pR1, F1q ‘pb1,...,bkqpa1,...,akq pR2, F2q, to be the ice quiver with vertices´
pR1, F1q ‘pb1,...,bkqpa1,...,akq pR2, F2q
¯
0
:“ pR1q0 \ pR2q0 “ pQ1q0 \ pQ2q0 “ rn1 ` n2s \ F1 \ F2
and arrows ´
pR1, F1q ‘pb1,...,bkqpa1,...,akq pR2, F2q
¯
1
:“ pR1, F1q1 \ pR2, F2q1 \
!
ai
αiÑ bi : i P rks
)
.
Observe that we have the identification of ice quivers{
Q1 ‘pb1,...,bkqpa1,...,akq Q2 – xQ1 ‘pb1,...,bkqpa1,...,akq xQ2,
where m “ 2pn1 ` n2q in both cases.
Example 4.2. Let Q denote the quiver shown in Figure 3. Define Q1 to be the full subquiver of Q on the vertices
1, . . . , 4, Q2 to be the full subquiver of Q on the vertices 6, . . . , 11, and Q3 to be the full subquiver of Q on the
vertex 5. Note that Q1, Q2, and Q3 are each irreducible. Then
Q “ Q1 ‘p5,8,11,8,9,11qp1,1,1,3,4,4q Q23
where Q23 “ Q2 ‘p5qp6q Q3. On the other hand, we could write
Q “ Q12 ‘p5,5qp1,6q Q3
where Q12 “ Q1 ‘p8,11,8,9,11qp1,1,3,4,4q Q2. Additionally, note that
Q1 ‘p5,8,11,8,9,11qp1,1,1,3,4,4q Q23 “ Q1 ‘p5,8,11,8,9,11qp1,1,1,3,4,4q
´
Q2 ‘p5qp6q Q3
¯
‰
´
Q1 ‘p5,8,11,8,9,11qp1,1,1,3,4,4q Q2
¯
‘p5qp6q Q3
where the last equality does not hold because Q1 ‘p5,8,11,8,9,11qp1,1,1,3,4,4q Q2 is not defined as 5 is not a vertex of Q2. This
shows that the direct sum of two quivers, in the sense of this paper, is not associative.
1
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Theorem 4.3. [16, Prop. 3.14] If i1 P MGS pQ1q and i2 P MGS pQ2q and Q :“ Q1 ‘pb1,...,btqpa1,...,atq Q2 is a direct sum
of quivers where |tpai αÝÑ bjq P pQq1u| ď 1 for any i, j P rts, then i1 ˝ i2 P MGS pQq .
Proposition 4.4. Assume i1 P MGS pQ1q and i2 P MGS pQ2q and Q :“ Q1‘pb1,...,btqpa1,...,atqQ2 is a direct sum of quivers
where |tpai αÝÑ bjq P pQq1u| ď 1 for any i, j P rts. If `j for j “ 1, 2 is the length of a minimal length maximal
green sequence of Qj , then `1 ` `2 is the length of a minimal length maximal green sequence of Q. Furthermore,
the maximal green sequence i1 ˝ i2 of Q achieves this length.
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Proof. Assume that ij P MGS
`
Qj
˘
for j “ 1, 2 is of minimal length. By Theorem 4.3, the sequence i1 ˝ i2 P
MGS pQq and has length `1 ` `2.
We show that Q has no maximal green sequences of length less than `1 ` `2. Let i “ pi1, . . . , ikq P MGSpQq.
By Theorem 3.3, the full subquivers Q1 and Q2 have maximal green sequences j1 P MGSpQ1q and j2 P MGSpQ2q
such that cpj1q (resp., cpj2q) is the unique longest subsequence of cpiq where each c-vector c “ pc1, . . . , cnq in cpj1q
(resp., cpj2q) satisfies ci “ 0 if i P Q0zpQ1q0 (resp., i P Q0zpQ2q0). This implies that `pj1q ě `1 and `pj2q ě `2.
Now since Q1 and Q2 have no common vertices, we know that `piq ě `1 ` `2. 
5. Quivers with branches of mutation type An
In this section, we show that if a quiver rQ consists of a quiver Q and mutation type A subquivers branching out
from a given set of vertices of Q, then we can essentially ignore these mutation type A subquivers while computing
(minimal length) maximal green sequences for rQ. If these branches are made up of acyclic quivers, then rQ can
be realized as a direct sum of quivers, and we already discussed in Section 4 how to construct maximal green
sequences for such rQ. However, if the branches contain 3-cycles then we cannot use the same approach. Therefore,
the results presented in this section enable us to decompose rQ even further by disregarding such subquivers of
mutation type A and focusing only on Q.
We begin with the following lemma, which is a reformulation of [10, Lemma 2.14].
Lemma 5.1. Let Q P MutpxQ1q for some quiver Q1, such that the following conditions hold.
‚ Q is composed of two full subquivers D and the framed quiver pC;
‚ pC and D are connected by a single arrow xÑ z, where x P C0 and z P D0.
Let µC be a maximal green sequence for C, then
‚ µCpQq is composed of two full subquivers D and µCppCq;
‚ µCppCq and D are connected by a single arrow z Ñ v, where v is a unique vertex of C0 with an arrow
x1 Ñ v starting at the frozen vertex x1.
Q: pC
x z
D
Lemma 5.2. Consider a quiver Q composed of an arbitrary quiver C and a 3-cycle joined together at a vertex x
as shown below.
Q: C
x
y
z
Let µC be a maximal green sequence for C, then
µzµyµCµz
is a maximal green sequence for Q.
Proof. We begin by mutating pQ at vertex z. The resulting quiver is shown below and we note that pC remains a
full subquiver of µzp pQq connected to the remaining vertices of pQ by a single arrow.
µzp pQq: pC x
x1
y y1
z z1
µCµzp pQq: µCppCq
x1
v
y y1
z z1
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We can see that µzp pQq satisfies conditions of Lemma 5.1 with D being the full subquiver of µzp pQq on vertices
y, z, y1, z1. Thus, by Lemma 5.1 the quiver µCµzp pQq consists of two full subquivers µCp pQ1q and D connected by a
single arrow z Ñ v where v is the unique vertex of C with an arrow x1 Ñ v in µCppCq. Since, µC is a maximal green
sequence for C if follows that all vertices of C are red in µCµzp pQq. The only remaining green vertex in µCµzp pQq
is y. Now, we perform µy which makes the vertex z green, and then we perform µz. The resulting quivers are
depicted below, where we let µQ “ µzµyµCµz.
µyµCµzp pQq: µCppCq
x1
v
y y1
z z1
µQp pQq: µCppCq
v
x1
y y1
z z1
We can see that in the final quiver µQp pQq every vertex is red. This shows that µzµyµCµz is a maximal green
sequence for Q. 
Repeated applications of the lemma will allow us to construct minimal length maximal green sequences for
quivers rQ defined below.
Definition 5.3. Given a quiver Q let rQ be a quiver composed of full connected subquivers Q,Q1, Q2, . . . , Qk,
such that all of the following conditions hold.
‚ Qi0 XQ0 “ txiu.
‚ Qi0 XQj0 “
! txiu if xi “ xj
∅ otherwise .
‚ for every arrow in rQ, whenever one of the endpoints belongs to Qi0ztxiu then the other endpoint belongs
to Qi0.
‚ for every i the quiver Qi is of mutation type A.
rQ: Q
Q1
Q2
Qk
xk
x1
x2
Note that the vertices xi are not necessarily distinct. With this notation consider the following results which
show that in order to find a (minimal length) maximal green sequence for rQ it suffices to find such sequence for
its subquiver Q. In other words, one can disregard the attached mutation type A quivers.
Theorem 5.4. Let µQ be a maximal green sequence for Q. Then the quiver rQ admits a maximal green sequence
of length
`pµQq ` l1min ` l2min ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` lkmin ´ k
where limin is the minimal length of a maximal green sequence for Q
i.
Proof. Starting with Q we will gradually construct rQ by adding either a 3-cycle or an arrow, that does not lies
in any 3-cycle. At each step we will produce a maximal green sequence for the resulting quiver building on the
sequence obtained in the previous step.
Let z1 be a vertex of rQ that does not belong to Q such that it is connected to a vertex in Q by an arrow α1.
By definition of rQ there exists a unique integer i such that z1 P Qi0 and the arrow α1 is unique, because Qi is of
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mutation type A. Moreover, the endpoint of α1 that lies in Q equals xi, where txiu “ Q0XQi0. Now we consider
four possibilities depending on α1. If this arrow does not lie in a 3-cycle in Q
i then we have case (i) or (ii), and
if α1 lies in a 3-cycle then we have case (iii) or (iv) as depicted below.
y1

y1

x1
α1 // z1 x1 z1
α1oo x1
α1 // z1
__
x1
??
z1
α1oo
(i) (ii) (iii) (iv)
Now, let Qpα1q be a full subquiver of rQ on vertices Q0Ytz1u in cases (i) and (ii) or on vertices Q0Ytz1, y1u in
cases (iii) and (iv). By Theorem 4.3 we have that µz1µQ or µQµz1 is a maximal green sequence for Qpα1q in case
(i) or (ii) respectively. On the other hand, in case (iii) or (iv) the quiver Qpα1q satisfies conditions of Lemma 5.2,
so we have that µy1µz1µQµy1 or µz1µy1µQµz1 is a maximal green sequence for Qpα1q respectively.
Next, we proceed in the same way with Qpα1q as we did with Q. That is, we pick a vertex z2 R Qpα1q0 that
is connected to Qpα1q by a (unique) arrow α2. Analogously, we define Qpα1, α2q, depending on the configuration
around α2, and the corresponding maximal green sequence for this quiver. Continuing in this way we obtain a
maximal green sequence for rQ.
Observe, that at each step we either add a single vertex or a 3-cycle, that is two vertices that lie in the same
3-cycle. At the same time, we increase the length of the maximal green sequence by one or three respectively.
Thus, the length of the resulting maximal green sequence for rQ is
`pµQq ` pn1 ` t1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pnk ` tkq
where ni is the number of vertices in Q
i
0ztxiu and ti is the number of 3-cycles in Qi. By Theorem 2.3 we have
limin “ pni ` 1q ` ti
which completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark 5.5. One can use the construction in the proof of Theorem 5.4 to build a concrete maximal green
sequence for rQ.
We obtain the following corollaries.
Corollary 5.6. The quiver rQ admits a maximal green sequence if and only if Q admits a maximal green sequence.
Proof. The forward direction follows from Theorem 3.3 and the backward direction follows from Theorem 5.4. 
Corollary 5.7. Let µQmin be a minimal length maximal green sequence for Q. Then the minimal length of a
maximal green sequence for rQ is
`pµQminq ` l1min ` l2min ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` lkmin ´ k
where limin is the minimal length of a maximal green sequence for Q
i.
Proof. Let µ rQmin be a minimal length maximal green sequence for rQ. Note, that by assumption Q admits a
maximal green sequence, so Coroallary 5.6 implies that µ rQmin exists. Since, µ rQmin is of minimal length we have
`pµ rQminq ď `pµQminq ` l1min ` l2min ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` lkmin ´ k
by Theorem 5.4.
To show the reverse inequality consider a maximal green sequence i for rQ. Let Qp1q be the full subquiver
of rQ on vertices p rQ0zQ10q Y tx1u. According to Theorem 3.3 the sequence i induces ip1q and i1 maximal green
sequences for Qp1q and Q1 respectively. By definition of ip1q and i1 given in the theorem we have
`pµiq ě `pµip1qq ` `pµi1q ´ 1
because Qp1q and Q1 have a single vertex in common and together they make up rQ.
Now we apply the same argument to the quiver Qp1q and its corresponding sequence ip1q. Let Qp2q be the
full subquiver of Qp1q on vertices pQp1q0zQ20q Y tx2u. Then by the same reasoning as above we deduce that
`pµiq ě `pµip2qq ` `pµi1q ` `pµi2q ´ 2
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Q: Q1
c
a
b
Figure 4. Type I quivers
Q: Qp1q Qp2q
dc
a
b
Figure 5. Type II quivers
Q: Qp1q Qp2q
dc
a
b
Figure 6. Type III quivers
Q:
Qp1q
Qp2qQpkq
a2a1
b1
a3
b2
ak
bk
Figure 7. Type IV quivers
where ip2q and i2 are the resulting maximal green sequences for Qp2q and Q2 respectively.
Continuing in this way we see that
`pµiq ě `pµipkqq ` `pµi1q ` `pµi2q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` `pµikq ´ k
ě `pµQminq ` l1min ` l2min ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` lkmin ´ k
where ij is a maximal green sequence for Q
j for j P rks and Qpkq “ Q with the corresponding sequence ipkq.
Since i was arbitrary this shows the reverse inequality and completes the proof. 
6. Quivers of mutation type Dn
We now focus on the minimal length maximal green sequences of quivers of mutation type Dn. By definition,
this is the family of quivers R belonging to the mutation class of an orientation of a Dn Dynkin diagram where
n ě 3. We recall the description of this mutation class, which was discovered by Vatne in [26, Theorem 3.1].
There are four families of quivers that make up this mutation class. Vatne refers to these as Type I, Type II,
Type III, and Type IV Dn quivers. Throughout this section, we will assume that Q is a connected quiver.
Additionally, we say a vertex c of some quiver is a connecting vertex if it has degree at most 2, and if it has
degree 2, it belongs to a 3-cycle of the same quiver.
Type I: A quiver Q is of Type I (see Figure 4) if and only if Q has the following properties:
‚ it has a full subquiver of the form aØ cØ b (we use the notation aØ c to indicate that there exists an
arrow in Q connecting a and c and that arrow can be oriented in either direction) where vertices a and b
each have degree 1 in Q,
‚ the full subquiver Q1 of Q on the vertices Q0zta, bu is of mutation type A, and
‚ the vertex c is a connecting vertex of Q1.
Type II: A quiver Q is of Type II (see Figure 5) if and only if Q has the following properties:
‚ it has a full subquiver on the vertices a, b, c, d of the form shown in Figure 5,
‚ the subquiver Q1 obtained from Q by removing vertices a and b and the arrow c Ñ d consists of two
connected components Qp1q and Qp2q, each of which is of mutation type A, and
‚ the vertex c (resp., d) is a connecting vertex of Qp1q (resp., Qp2q).
Type III: A quiver Q is of Type III (see Figure 6) if and only if Q has the following properties:
‚ it has a full subquiver on the vertices a, b, c, d that is an oriented 4-cycle as shown in Figure 6,
‚ the full subquiver Q1 of Q on the vertices Q0zta, bu consists of two connected components Qp1q and Qp2q,
each of which is of mutation type A, and
‚ the vertex c (resp., d) is a connecting vertex of Qp1q (resp., Qp2q).
Type IV: A quiver Q is of Type IV (see Figure 6) if and only if Q has the following properties:
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‚ it has a full subquiver R that is an oriented k-cycle where k ě 3, R0 “ ta1, a2, . . . , aku, and R1 “ tai Ñ
ai`1 : i P rk ´ 1su \ tak Ñ a1u,
‚ for each arrow α P R1, there may be a vertex bi P Q0zR0 that is in a 3-cycle bi Ñ ai αÑ ai`1 Ñ bi, which
is a full subquiver of Q, but there are no other vertices in Q0zR0 that are connected to vertices of R,
‚ the full subquiver Q1 obtained from Q by removing the vertices and arrows of the subquiver R consists
of the quivers tQpiquiPrks some of which may be empty quivers, and where each quiver Qpiq is of mutation
type A and has bi as a connecting vertex.
Next we present the main theorem of this section that describes the minimal length of maximal green sequences
for quivers of type Dn depending on the particular type. The proof for quivers of Type IV uses triangulations of
surfaces and is presented in the following sections.
Theorem 6.1. Let Q be a quiver of mutation type Dn. Let ` denote the length of a minimal length maximal
green sequence of Q.
i) If Q is of Type I, then ` “ n` |t3-cycles in Qu|.
ii) If Q is of Type II, then ` “ n` |t3-cycles in Qp1qu| ` |t3-cycles in Qp2qu| ` 1.
iii) If Q is of Type III, then ` “ n` |t3-cycles in Qu| ` 2.
iv) If Q is of Type IV, then ` “ n`řki“1 |t3-cycles in Qpiqu| ` |ti P rks : degpaiq “ 4u| ` k ´ 2.
Proof. i) Letting Qpaq (resp., Qpbq) be the full subquiver of Q on the vertex a (resp., b), it is clear that these
have minimal length maximal green sequences of length 1.
Let Q1 be the full subquiver of Q of mutation type A described in the definition of Type I quivers. By
Theorem 2.3, there exists a minimal length maximal green sequence of Q1 with length |Q10| ` |t3-cycles in Q1u|.
By the description of Type I quivers, we have that t3-cycles in Qu “ t3-cycle in Q1u. Now the result follows from
Corollary 5.7 (or from Proposition 4.4).
ii) One checks that the sequence pd, a, b, c, dq is a maximal green sequence of the full subquiver of Q on the
vertices a, b, c, and d. Since this full subquiver of Q is not acyclic, Corollary 3.4 implies that it does not have
maximal green sequences of length 4. Thus pd, a, b, c, dq is a minimal length maximal green sequence.
Next, since the quivers Qp1q and Qp2q are of mutation type A, Theorem 2.3 implies that there exist minimal
length maximal green sequences i1 P MGSpQp1qq and i2 P MGSpQp2qq with lengths |Qp1q0 |`|t3-cycles in Qp1qu| and
|Qp2q0 | ` |t3-cycles in Qp2qu|, respectively. Now by Corollary 5.7, we know that the minimal length of a maximal
green sequence of Q has the desired length.
iii) One checks that pa, c, b, d, c, aq is a minimal length maximal green sequence of the full subquiver of Q on
the vertices a, b, c, and d. As in Case ii), we apply Theorem 2.3 to the quivers Qp1q and Qp2q, and the desired
result then follows from Corollary 5.7.
iv) Let Qpi1q, . . . , Qpitq be the nonempty mutation type A quivers obtained from Q by removing the vertices
a1, . . . , ak, and let bi1 , . . . , bit denote the corresonding connecting vertices. By Theorem 8.12 and Theorem 8.13,
we know that the full subquiver Q1 of Q on the vertices a1, . . . , ak, bi1 , . . . , bit has a minimal length maximal green
sequence of length |Q10|` |ti P rks : degpaiq “ 4u|`k´ 2. By Theorem 2.3, each quiver Qpijq has a minimal length
maximal green sequence of length |Qpijq0 | ` |t3-cycles in Qpijqu|. Now observe that |Q10| ´ t “ k. The result thus
follows from Corollary 5.7. 
7. Quivers defined by triangulated surfaces
To understand the minimal length maximal green sequences of Dn quivers of Type IV, it will be useful to
think of such quivers as signed adjacency quivers of tagged triangulations of a once-punctured disk. In this
section, we review the basic notions of quivers arising from triangulated surfaces, following [12].
7.1. Signed adjacency quivers. Let S denote an oriented Riemann surface that may or may not have a
boundary and let M Ă S be a finite subset of S where we require that for each component B of BS we have
B X M ‰ H. We call the elements of M marked points, we call the elements of MzpM X BSq punctures,
and we call the pair pS,Mq a marked surface. We require that pS,Mq is not one of the following degenerate
marked surfaces: a sphere with one, two, or three punctures; a disc with one, two, or three marked points on
the boundary; or a punctured disc with one marked point on the boundary. For the remainder of Section 7, we
will work with a fixed marked surface pS,Mq.
We define an arc on S to be a curve γ in S such that
‚ its endpoints are marked points;
‚ γ does not intersect itself, except that its endpoints may coincide;
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‚ except for the endpoints, γ is disjoint from M and from the boundary of S;
‚ γ does not cut out an unpunctured monogon or and unpunctured digon. (In other words, γ is not
contractible into M or onto the boundary of S.)
An arc γ is considered up to isotopy relative to the endpoints of γ. We say two arcs γ1 and γ2 on S are compatible
if they are isotopic relative to their endpoints to curves that are nonintersecting except possibly at their endpoints.
An ideal triangulation of pS,Mq is defined to be a maximal collection of pairwise compatible arcs, denoted T.
One can also move between different triangulations of a given marked surface pS,Mq. Let γ be an arc in
a triangulation T that has no self-folded triangles (e.g., the region of S bounded by γ3 and γ4 in Figure 9
is an example of a self-folded triangle). Define the flip of arc γ to be the unique arc γ1 ‰ γ that produces a
triangulation of pS,Mq given by T1 “ pTztγuq \ tγ1u (see Figure 8).
If pS,Mq is a marked surface where M contains punctures, there are triangulations of S that contain self-
folded triangles. We refer to the arc γ3 (resp., γ4) shown in the self-folded triangle in Figure 9 as a loop (resp., a
radius). As the flip of a radius of a self-folded triangle is not defined, Fomin, Shapiro, and Thurston introduced
tagged arcs, a generalization of arcs, in order to develop such a notion.
γ δ
ν η
ÐÑ
γ′
δ 
ν η
Figure 8. A flip connecting two triangulations of an annulus. The ideal quadrilateral of γ is
the disk with four marked points determined by the arcs tγ, δ, , ν, ηu with the triangulation tγu.
A tagged arc ιpγq is obtained from an arc γ that does not cut out a once-punctured monogon and “tagging”
its ends either as plain or notched so that:
‚ an end of γ lying on the boundary of S is tagged plain; and
‚ both ends of a loop have the same tagging.
We use the symbol ’ to indicate that an end of an arc is notched. We say two tagged arcs ιpγ1q and ιpγ2q are
compatible if the following hold:
‚ Their underlying arcs γ1 and γ2 are the same, and the tagged arcs ιpγ1q and ιpγ2q have the same tagging
at exactly one endpoint.
‚ Their underlying arcs γ1 and γ2 are distinct and compatible, and any common endpoints of ιpγ1q and
ιpγ2q have the same tagging.
A tagged triangulation of pS,Mq is a maximal collection of pairwise compatible tagged arcs. It follows from
the construction that any arc in a tagged triangulation can be flipped. In particular, the flip of γ4 in Figure 9
results in a new arc with one notched endpoint at the puncture and the other endpoint on the boundary where
the arcs γ1 and γ2 meet. This enables us to define the exchange graph EGpTq of a tagged triangulation T whose
vertices are tagged triangulations and two vertices are connected by an edge if the corresponding triangulations
are related by a flip.
It will be useful to keep track of the region of a triangulation where a flip of a tagged arc takes place. We refer
to this region as an ideal quadrilateral. Define the ideal quadrilateral of a tagged arc γ in a tagged triangulation
T to be the triangulated surface contained in pS,M) that is
‚ an unpunctured disk with four marked points that consists of two triangles of T that have γ as a side if
γ is not a nontrivial tagged arc in a once-punctured digon (see Figure 8) or
‚ the once-punctured digon containing γ and the triangulation of it determined by T (see Figure 9).
Each triangulation T of S defines a signed adjacency quiver QT by associating vertices to arcs and arrows
based on oriented adjacencies (see Figure 10). More precisely, given an ideal triangulation T consider a map
pi : T Ñ T on the set of arcs defined as follows. If γ is a radius of a self-folded triangle then let pipγq be the
corresponding loop, otherwise let pipγq “ γ. Then the quiver QT consists of vertices iγ for every γ P T and arrows
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γ1
γ2
γ3
γ4
γ1
γ2
γ4
ι
ι(γ3)
Figure 9. The map identifying a triangulation of a punctured disk as a tagged triangulation
of a punctured disk. The ideal quadrilateral of ιpγ3q in Figure 9 is a once-punctured digon
triangulated by tιpγ3q, γ4u.
iγ Ñ iγ1 for every non self-folded triangle with sides pipγq and pipγ1q such that pipγq follows pipγ1q in the clockwise
order. Finally, we remove a maximal collection of oriented 2-cycles from QT to produce a 2-acyclic quiver. Note
that we defined QT for an ideal triangulation T, however every tagged triangulation T can be transformed into an
ideal triangulation T˝ by forgetting the tagging of each arc and introducing self-folded triangles around puncture
p whenever two underlying arcs coincide and have different tagging at p. More precisely, if there are two arcs
attached to p with different tagging, then replace the notched arc in T by a loop of a self-folded triangle enclosing
p in T˝. In this way, the definition of QT can be extended to a tagged triangulation T by setting QT “ QT˝ .
The following theorem shows that flips are compatible with mutations of the associated quiver so that EGpTq –
EGp pQTq.
Theorem 7.1. Given a tagged triangulation T and an arc γ P T, let T1 be obtained from T after the flip of γ,
then
µiγ pQTq “ QT1 .
1 2
3
ù
1 2
3CC
oooo
Figure 10. The quiver QT defined by a triangulation T.
7.2. Shear coordinates. Shear coordinates provide a way to orient EGpTq and establish a bijection withÝÝÑ
EGp pQTq. This allows one to translate the notion of maximal green sequences into the geometric setting.
A fixed orientation O of a surface S induces an orientation O on each component of BS such that the surface
S lies to the right of every component. Let γ be a tagged arc in S. The elementary lamination `pγq is a curve
that runs along γ within a small neighborhood of it. If γ has an endpoint M on the boundary BS, then `pγq
begins at a point M 1 R M on BS located near M in the direction of O, and proceeds along γ. If γ has an endpoint
at a puncture p, then `pγq spirals into p: clockwise if γ is notched at p, and counterclockwise if it is tagged plain.
For example see Figure 11. A set of curves L is a lamination if it consists of a set of elementary laminations
arising from some pairwise compatible tagged arcs.
Definition 7.2. [13, Definition 13.3] Let L be a lamination, and let T be an ideal triangulation. For each arc
γ P T, that is not a radius of a self-folded triangle, the corresponding shear coordinate of L with respect to T,
denoted by bγpT, Lq, is defined as a sum of contributions from all intersections of curves in L with γ. Specifically,
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Figure 11. Lamination corresponding to the given set of arcs.
such an intersection contributes +1 (resp., ´1) to bγpT, Lq if the corresponding segment of a curve in L cuts
through the quadrilateral surrounding γ as shown in Figure 12 on the left (resp., right).
`1
`2
γ δ
Figure 12. The shear coordinate of γ with respect to `1 is `1, and the shear coordinate of δ
with respect to `2 is ´1.
Next, we describe how to extend the definition of shear coordinates to tagged triangulations.
Let T be a tagged triangulation. The shear coordinates bγpT, Lq for γ P T and some lamination L are uniquely
defined by the following rules:
(i) Suppose that tagged triangulations T1 and T2 coincide except that at a particular puncture p, the tags
of the arcs in T1 are all different from the tags of their counterparts in T2. Suppose that laminations L1
and L2 coincide except that each curve in L1 that spirals into p has been replaced in L2 by a curve that
spirals in the opposite direction. Then bγ1pT1, L1q “ bγ2pT2, L2q for each arc γ1 P T1 and its counterpart
γ2 P T2.
(ii) By performing tag-changing transformations as above, we can convert any tagged triangulation into a
tagged triangulation T that does not contain any notched arcs except possibly inside once-punctured
digons. Let T˝ denote the ideal triangulation that is represented by such T as defined earlier. Let γ˝
be an arc in T˝ that is not a radius of some self-folded triangle, and let γ be the corresponding arc in
T. Then, for a lamination L, define bγpT, Lq by applying Definition 7.2 to the arc γ˝ viewed inside the
triangulation T˝.
Note that if γ˝ is a radius of a self-folded triangle in T˝ enveloping a puncture p, then we can first apply
the tag-changing transformation (i) to T at p, and then use the rule (ii) to determine the shear coordinate in
question.
The following theorem establishes a relationship between shear coordinates and c-vectors.
Theorem 7.3. Consider a triangulation T with its associated quiver QT. Let Q
1
T P EGp pQTq and let T1 P EGpTq
be the corresponding triangulation. Then the c-matrix CQ1T has entries, indexed by the arcs γ P T and γ1 P T1,
as follows
cγ1,γ “ bγ1pT1, `pγqq
where `pγq is the elementary lamination corresponding to γ.
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With the above notation we say that an arc γ1 P T1 is green (resp., red) if cγ1,γ ě 0 (resp., cγ1,γ ď 0) for all
γ P T. Note that the color of every arc in T1 agrees with the color of the associated vertex in Q1T. This enables
us to define an oriented exchange graph
ÝÝÑ
EGpTq of T such that ÝÝÑEGpTq – ÝÝÑEGp pQTq.
Next, we define an automorphism % on the set of arcs in a given pS,Mq.
Definition 7.4. Recall, that an orientation O of a surface S induces an orientation O on each component of BS
such that the surface S lies to the right of every component. Given a marked point M P BS let ρpMq be the next
marked point in BS along O, and let δM be the corresponding boundary segment connecting M and ρpMq. If
M P M is a puncture, then let ρpMq “M and the segment δM equal a single point M . Given an arc γ in S with
endpoints M1,M2 let %pγq be the arc with endpoints ρpM1q, ρpM2q that follows along the segments δM1 , γ and
then δM2 in order. Furthermore, if Mi is a puncture for i “ 1, 2 then the tagging of %pγq is different from that of
γ at Mi. For example see Figure 13.
%
ρ
ρ
’
Figure 13. The affect of % on arcs of pS,Mq.
The following theorem is an consequence of [6, Theorem 3.8] and the remarks in the introduction of [6]. It
will be useful for our construction of minimal length maximal green sequences.
Theorem 7.5. Let T be a triangulation of a marked surface pS,Mq. If i P MGSpQTq and µ is the corresponding
sequence of flips, then µpTq “ %pTq.
8. Type IV quivers
Let Q be a quiver of Type IV where each of its subquivers Qpiq with i “ 1, . . . , k either consists of a single
vertex or is the empty quiver. Any such quiver Q is the signed adjacency quiver of a triangulation T “ tγ : γ P Tu
of the once-punctured disk pS,Mq where M “ M1 \ tpu and where p denotes the unique puncture in the marked
surface. A triangulation T giving rise to such a quiver Q is defined by the following properties (see Figure 14):
‚ if γ is not connected to p, it belongs to a triangle whose other two sides are boundary arcs and
‚ if γ is connected to p, it is plain at p.
The triangulation T is the unique triangulation satisfying QT “ Q, up to the action of the universal tagged
rotation on the once-punctured disk and up to the action of simultaneously changing the tagging of all ends of
arcs connected to p. It immediately follows, that the vertices of the quivers Qpiq with i “ 1, . . . , k are in bijection
with the triangles of T containing two boundary arcs. We will construct a minimal length maximal green sequence
of Q in terms of the triangulation T satisfying QT “ Q just described.
8.1. Lower bound on lengths of maximal green sequences. In this section we establish a lower bound on the
lengths of maximal green sequences for quivers QT as defined above. Without loss of generality we give the same
labels to the vertices of QT and the corresponding arcs of T. Given a vertex γ of QT we write µγpQTq “ QµγpTq,
where µγpTq denotes the triangulation corresponding to the flip of the arc γ P T. Throughout this section we fix
a maximal green sequence µI for QT. It follows from Theorem 7.5 that µIpTq “ %pTq “ t%pγq | γ P Tu. Given
an arc γ P T let γ¯ denote the same arc with a different tagging if possible, otherwise let γ¯ “ γ.
Let µI “ µiq . . . µi2µi1 , then we define a triangulation BrµI pTq “ µir . . . µi1pTq for r P rqs and two sets
BµI pTq “
qď
i“1
BiµI pTqzT DµI pTq “
qď
i“1
BiµI pTqz%pTq.
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Figure 14. The triangulation T that gives rise to Q.
In particular, we see that %pTq “ BqµI pTq for a maximal green sequence µI . Also, the sets BiµI pTq and Bi´1µI pTq
differ only by a single arc, hence the length of µI is equal to the size of BµI pTq.
Definition 8.1. Consider a map on the set of arcs
fµI : DµI pTq Ñ BµI pTq
defined as follows. Given an arc γ P DµI pTq, there exists some r P rq ´ 1s such that γ P BrµI pTq. Let s be the
largest integer such that γ P BsµI pTq. Observe that s exists because γ R %pTq. Then fµI pγq is defined as the
unique arc belonging to Bs`1µI pTqzBsµI pTq. In other words, fµI pγq is the arc obtained as a result of flipping γ when
performing the mutation sequence µI . To simplify the notation, we omit the subscript µI in fµI .
Similarly, given a nonempty set of arcs S such that S Ă BrµI pTq for some r P rq ´ 1s. We define φpSq to be
fpγq where γ P S is the first arc in S to be flipped along µiq . . . µir`1 . More precisely, φpSq is the unique arc in
Bs`1µI pTqzBsµI pTq where s ą r is the largest integer such that S Ă BsµI pTq. We will often consider sets of arcs
S Ă BrµI pTq that define a triangle in BrµI pTq, and we will refer to these sets as triangles.
The following lemma says that once an arc γ that appears along µI is flipped then it cannot appear again.
Lemma 8.2. If fpγq P Br`1µI pTqzBrµI pTq, then γ R
Ťq
i“r`1 BiµI pTq.
Proof. Given a once punctured polygon pS,Mq there exists the corresponding cluster category C of type Dn such
that indecomposable objects of C are in bijection with tagged arcs in pS,Mq. Furthermore, triangulations of
the surface are in bijection with cluster-tilting objects in C, [25]. Thus, given a triangulation T of the surface
we obtain the associated cluster-tilted algebra BT, and it follows from [1] that cluster-tilting objects in C are in
bijection with support τ -tilting modules of BT. Combining the two results we obtain a correspondence between
triangulations of pS,Mq and support τ -tilting modules of BT. Moreover, this correspondence behaves well under
mutations, so that a maximal green sequence for QT yields a maximal chain of support τ -tilting modules in BT.
Now to prove the lemma, it suffices to show that an indecomposable τ -rigid module M over an algebra BT
does not appear twice along a maximal chain of support τ -tilting modules
pBTqBT “ T1, T2, . . . , Tq “ 0.
If M belongs to addTr for some r, and there is a negative mutation of Tr at M resulting in the new support
τ -tilting module Tr`1, then by definition of mutation it follows that M does not belong to FacTr`1. Since in a
maximal green sequence we have that FacTi Ă FacTi´1 for all i, we deduce that M does not belong to addTi for
any i ą r. Therefore, M cannot appear again, so the corresponding arc of pS,Mq cannot appear more then once
along a maximal green sequence. 
Recall that we are interested in quivers QT of Type IV, where each Q
piq is either empty or a single vertex.
The corresponding triangulation T consists of a set of arcs K “ tai | i P rksu that are attached to the puncture
p, and a set of arcs T “ tbi | Qpiq is nonemptyu that are not attached to p and lie in a triangle that contains two
boundary segments. Here we consider the subscripts i, j in the notation ai, bj modulo k. Moreover, we assume
that all arcs in K are tagged plain.
Thus, |K| “ k and let |T | “ t. Hence, T “ K \ T and |T| “ k ` t. Let
M “ tbi P T | %2pbiq P T u
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and |M| “ m.
Definition 8.3. Let CµI pTq be a collection of arcs such that
‚ CµI pTq Ă BµI pTqz%pTq
‚ the arcs of CµI pTq are not attached to p
‚ fpγq P CµI pTq whenever γ P DµI pTq is attached to p and tagged plain.
Lemma 8.4.
∣∣CµI pTq∣∣ ě k ´ 2.
Proof. Observe that for any maximal green sequence µI for QT there exists an arc α P DµI pTq such that fpαq is
the first tagged arc to appear along the mutation sequence µIpTq. That is, fpαq P BsµI pTqzBs´1µI pTq and the setŤs´1
i“1 BiµI pTq does not contain any tagged arcs. Moreover, there are precisely two plain tagged arcs attached to
the puncture in the triangulation Bs´1µI pTq. One of these arcs is α, and call the other arc α1. This implies that
all arcs in K1 “ Kztα, α1u need to be flipped prior to a flip in α.
Given ai P K1 we make the following definition.
Hpaiq “
$’’&’’%
fpaiq fpaiq R %pTq
fp%´1pa¯iqq fpaiq P %pTq and %´1pa¯iq R tα, α1u
NA otherwise
We claim that when defined Hpaiq P CµI pTq. First, observe that by construction whenever ai P K1 then fpaiq
is not attached to the puncture. Suppose ai P K1 such that fpaiq R %pTq. By definition ai is tagged plain and
attached to p while fpaiq is not attached to p, which implies that fpaiq P CµI pTq.
Now, suppose that ai P K1 such that fpaiq P %pTq and %´1pa¯iq R tα, α1u and we want to show that fp%´1pa¯iqq P
CµI pTq. Since fpaiq is not attached to the puncture and fpaiq P %pTq we conclude that fpaiq P %pT q. Hence, ai
intersects some arc in %pT q. However, the particular structure of the triangulation T implies that there exists
a unique arc bi´1 P T such that ai intersects %pbi´1q, see Figure 15. Therefore, we have that fpaiq “ %pbi´1q,
meaning ai is flipped to %pbi´1q. This implies, that there exists a triangulation BrµI pTq where r ă s´ 1 such that
tai, %pa¯iq, %´1pa¯iqu Ă BrµI pTq.
%pa¯iq
ai
%´1pa¯iq
bi´1
%pbi´1q
Figure 15. Local configuration around ai when fpaiq P %pT q.
Next we show that if %´1pa¯iq R tα, α1u then fp%´1pa¯iqq P CµI pTq. Note that %´1pa¯iq is tagged plain, attached
to p, and does not belong to T as it intersects bi´1. Moreover, since %´1pa¯iq R tα, α1u then fp%´1pa¯iqq cannot be
a notched arc attached to the puncture. Hence, fp%´1pa¯iqq is not attached to the puncture. Finally, since %´1pa¯iq
does not intersect any arc in %pT q, it follows that its flip fp%´1pa¯iqq does not belong to %pTq. This implies that
fp%´1pa¯iqq P CµIpTq. It also shows the claim that Hpaiq P CµI pTq if Hpaiq is defined. Moreover, it is easy to see
that Hpaiq “ Hpajq if and only if ai “ aj .
Let
H “ tHpaiq | ai P K1 and Hpaiq is definedu
and by above we know that H Ă CµI pTq. Since,
∣∣K1∣∣ ě k ´ 2 and Hpaiq is defined for every ai P K1 with at
most two exceptions, we have |H| ě k ´ 4.
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We claim that |H| ě k´ 2 which in turn implies that ∣∣CµI pTq∣∣ ě k´ 2 and completes the proof of the lemma.
First, we observe that Hpaiq is not defined only if fpaiq P %pTq and %´1pa¯iq P tα, α1u. From Figure 15 we can see
that %´1pa¯iq intersects bi´1 P T, so in particular %´1pa¯iq does not belong to K.
If H is defined for all arcs of K1, then the claim holds. Suppose aj P K1 is the unique arc such that Hpajq is
not defined. Then
∣∣K1∣∣ ě k ´ 1 since %´1pa¯jq equals α or α1 and it does not belong to K. By assumption, H is
defined for every arc in K1ztaju and
∣∣K1ztaju∣∣ ě k ´ 2, since ∣∣K1∣∣ ě k ´ 1. This shows the claim in the case when
H is not defined for exactly one arc in K1. A similar argument shows that the claim holds whenever there are
precisely two arcs aj , aj1 such that Hpajq, Hpaj1q are not defined. Therefore, we obtain |H| ě k ´ 2. 
Remark 8.5. It follows from the definition of H that for every σ P tα, α1u such that σ R T, the cardinality of H
increases by 1 unless σ “ %´1pa¯iq and fpaiq “ %pbi´1q for some i.
Definition 8.6. Define C˜µI pTq to be any subset of H of cardinality k ´ 2. In particular, we have the following
inclusions.
C˜µI pTq Ă H Ă CµI pTq
Remark 8.7. By Remark 8.5, the set HzC˜µI pTq is nonempty if there exists σ P tα, α1u such that σ R T unless
σ “ %´1pa¯iq and fpaiq “ %pbi´1q for some i.
We also define
B˜µI pTq “ BµI pTqzpC˜µI pTq Y %pTqq.
With this notation we can write BµI pTq as a disjoint union of three sets.
BµI pTq “ B˜µI pTq \ C˜µI pTq \ %pTq
To find a lower bound on the cardinality of BµI pTq we need to find a lower bound on the cardinality of B˜µI pTq,
since we have that
∣∣∣C˜µI pTq∣∣∣ “ k´ 2 and |%pTq| “ k` t. We achieve this by first constructing a map MÑ B˜µI pTq
in Lemma 8.8, and then by modifying it in Lemma 8.11 to make it injective.
Lemma 8.8. For every bi PM there exists an arc βi P B˜µI pTq.
Proof. For every bi´1 PM there exists ai P K such that ai intersects %pbi´1q. Based on the properties of fpaiq
we proceed to define the corresponding βi. The flowchart in Figure 21 illustrates various cases explained in detail
below.
First we observe that fpaiq is either a notched arc attached to the puncture or it is not attached to the
puncture. Let r be the unique integer such that fpaiq P BrµI pTqzBr´1µI pTq.
Suppose fpaiq is not attached to the puncture. Then there exists a triangle ∆i consisting of fpaiq, δi and γi as
shown in Figure 16(a). If neither δi nor γi are boundary segments, then ∆i Ă BrµI pTq, and we define βi “ φp∆iq.
In other words βi “ fpσq, where σ is the next arc of ∆i that is flipped along µiq . . . µir`1 . Observe that βi is
indeed an element of B˜µI pTq, because by construction βi R C˜µI pTq, and since neither δi nor γi are boundary
segments, it is easy to see that βi R %pTq.
Now we consider what happens if δi or γi are boundary segments. Since fpaiq is not attached to the puncture,
there exists another triangle in BrµI pTq consisting of arcs ci, di and fpaiq as shown in Figure 16(a). Suppose δi
is a boundary segment then ci does not belong to the original triangulation T. Indeed, by assumption bi´1 PM
which implies that bi “ %2pbi´1q P T , and in this case ci and bi cross. Moreover, since ci is tagged plain it does
not belong to %pTq and since it is attached to the puncture it does not belong to C˜µI pTq. Hence, ci P B˜µI pTq
and we define βi “ ci. On the other hand, if δi is not a boundary segment but γi is a boundary segment then
di does not belong to the original triangulation T, because it crosses bi´1. So by similar reasoning as above
di R %pTq Y C˜µI pTq, and we define βi “ di.
Suppose fpaiq is a notched arc attached to the puncture. If fpaiq R %pTq, then let βi “ fpaiq. Again, in this
case fpaiq R C˜µI pTq, because C˜µI pTq Ă CµI pTq does not contain arcs attached to the puncture, so fpaiq P B˜µI pTq.
If fpaiq P %pTq, then in BrµI pTq there are either two notched arcs attached to the puncture, or there is one
notched arc and one tagged plain arc attached to the puncture, see Figure 16 parts (b) and (c) respectively. In
the first case, since i intersects %pbi´1q it follows that i R %pTq. Also, since i is attached to the puncture it
does not belong to C˜µI pTq, so it must belong to B˜µI pTq. Therefore, we let βi “ i. In the second case, we let
βi “ φptδi, γi, iuq. If βi “ fpiq then we are in the situation of case one, see Figure 16(b) and replace i by fpiq.
Hence, by the same reasoning as in case one fpiq P B˜µI pTq. If βi equals fpγiq or fpδiq, then these arcs are not
attached to the puncture, so they cannot belong to CµI pTq. It is also easy to see that they cannot lie in %pTq as
they enclose the puncture. Hence, in this situation βi P B˜µI pTq.
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Thus, in all scenarios we provided a definition of βi and showed that it is well defined, which finishes the proof
of the lemma. 
(a) (b) (c)
ci
di
fpaiq
γiδi
%pbi´1q
δi
δi
γi
γi
fpaiq fpaiq
i
i
%pbi´1q %pbi´1q
ai
ai
ai
’
’
’
Figure 16. Each of these figures shows the quadrilateral containing fpaiq in BrµI pTq.
Remark 8.9. Observe that no βi as defined in the lemma above belongs to H. Recall that H consists of arcs that
are not attached to the puncture, but come from flips of plain tagged arcs attached to the puncture. Moreover,
the arcs of H appear in the surface prior to the appearance of any notched arcs in the surface.
Example 8.10. Consider a triangulation T depicted in Figure 17 on the left. By definition
K “ ta1, a2, a3, a4, a5u T “ tb1, b2, b3u M “ tb1, b2u
The corresponding quiver QT admits a maximal green sequence
µI “ µb2µa5µa3µa2µb1µb2µb3µa1µa3µa2µa5µa4µb3
and we see that
BµI pTq “ tfpb3q, fpa4q, fpa5q, fpa2q, fpa3q, fpa1q, f2pb3q, fpb2q, fpb1q, f2pa2q, f2pa3q, f2pa5q, f2pb2qu.
Moreover,
%pTq “ tfpa1q, f2pa2q, f2pa3q, fpa4q, f2pa5q, fpb1q, f2pb2q, f2pb3qu
and it is depicted in Figure 17 on the right. We begin by computing C˜µI pTq. The triangulation B7µI pTq is shown
in Figure 17 in the middle, and we see that tα, α1u “ ta1, b3u. Hence, K1 “ Kzta1u. Observe that fpa4q “ %pb3q
and b3 “ α1, which means Hpa4q is not defined. However, the function H is defined for the rest of the arcs in K1,
and
C˜µI pTq “ H “ tfpa2q, fpa3q, fpa5qu.
Let us compute β1 and β2. To do so we consider the corresponding fpa2q and fpa3q. Observe that ∆2 “
tfpa2q, b1, b2u and b2 will be flipped first among the rest of the arcs of ∆2 along µI . This implies that β1 “
φp∆2q “ fpb2q. On the other hand ∆3 consists of only two arcs, as δ3 is a boundary segment. Therefore, by
definition β2 “ fpb3q, and in this example B˜µI pTq “ tfpb2q, fpb3qu.
Lemma 8.11. For every bi PM there exists a unique arc β˜i P B˜µI pTq.
Proof. The proof of Lemma 8.8 provides a construction of βi for every bi´1 PM. Recall that the definition of βi
can also be seen in the flowchart in Figure 21. However, it can happen that βi “ βj for some pair of distinct arcs
bi´1 and bj´1. There are three possible cases, which we discuss in detail below.
Case i. If βj “ dj “ ci “ βi, where βi arrises in Case 2 and βj arrises in Case 3 in the flowchart in Figure 21.
Then from the flowchart, we can see that γj , δi are boundary segments while δj is not a boundary segment.
Moreover, dj , γj , δi share the same endpoint, which means j “ i`1, see Figure 20(a). Let β˜i “ dj , and it remains
to define β˜j .
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Figure 17. Triangulations T, B7µI pTq, and B13µI pTq for a maximal green sequence µI given in
Example 8.10.
First, we claim that if fpdjq is a notched arc attached to the puncture then HzC˜µI pTq is nonempty. Let α, α1
be defined as in the proof of Lemma 8.4, that is there exists a triangulation BsµI pTq containing plain tagged arcs
α, α1 that are attached to the puncture such that fpαq is the first notched arc to appear along µI . First we show
that dj P tα, α1u.
By Figure 20(a) there exists some r1 such that tdj , aj , aiu Ă Br1µI pTq, because ai, aj P T and by construction
neither of them can be flipped prior to the appearance of dj in the surface. Since ai, aj P T these arcs must also
belong to every triangulation BgµI pTq for g ď r1 by Lemma 8.2. This shows, that there cannot be notched arcs
in
Ťi“r1
i“1 BiµI pTq. Therefore, if fpdjq equals fpαq, which by definition is the first notched arc to appear along µI ,
then dj “ α. On the other hand, if dj is flipped after fpαq appears in the surface then there exists a triangulation
Br2µI pTq where r2 ą r1 containing fpαq and dj . Therefore, dj “ α1 because prior to a flip in α, there are exactly
two plain tagged arcs dj , and α. This shows that dj P tα, α1u.
Next, recall that dj R T, so by Remark 8.7 the set HzC˜µI pTq is nonempty unless dj “ %´1pa¯hq and fpahq “
%pbh´1q for some h. Suppose dj “ %´1pa¯hq and fpahq “ %pbh´1q for some h. By construction we know that
dj “ %´1pa¯jq, see Figure 20(a). Hence we see that h “ j and fpajq “ %pbj´1q. However, fpajq “ %pbj´1q implies
that δj is a boundary segment, but this contradicts the assumption we made in the beginning of Case i. Therefore,
we see that HzC˜µI pTq is nonempty and the claim holds.
Recall that we let β˜i “ dj , and we want to define β˜j . If fpdjq is a notched arc attached to the puncture,
by the claim above the set HzC˜µI pTq is nonempty, so we define β˜j as some arc in HzC˜µI pTq. Otherwise, we let
β˜j “ fpdjq provided that fpdjq. To see that this definition makes sense, we need to justify that whenever fpdjq
is not attached to the puncture, then fpdjq P B˜µI pTq, or equivalently fpdjq R %pTq Y C˜µI pTq.
Note that because fpdjq is not attached to the puncture and it does not intersect any arc in %pT q we conclude
that fpdjq R %pTq. If fpdjq P C˜µI pTq then since dj R T, by definition of H, we must have that fpajq “ %pbj´1q. As
before, we conclude that the corresponding δj is a boundary segment, which is a contradiction to the assumption
we made in the beginning of Case i. Hence, fpdjq R C˜µI pTq. This shows that if fpdjq is not attached to the
puncture, then it belongs to B˜µI pTq.
Now it remains to justify that β˜j defined in this way does not coincide with some other βl as defined in
Lemma 8.8 and the corresponding flowchart in Figure 21. Suppose β˜j “ fpdjq, meaning fpdjq is not attached to
the puncture. Then β˜j cannot equal some βl arising in Cases 2-5, because fpdjq is not attached to the puncture.
Also, we note that whenever fpγq “ fpγ1q then γ “ γ1, hence it is easy to see that if βl arises in Case 1 or Case
6 and is not attached to the puncture, then it does not equal a flip of a plain tagged arc. This implies that
β˜j “ fpdjq does not equal some other βl arising in any of the cases. If on the other hand β˜j P HzC˜ then by
Remark 8.11 it follows that β˜j does not equal some βl for any l.
This completes Case i, and let us sum up that here we define β˜i “ βi and β˜j “ fpdjq if fpdjq is not attached
to the puncture, and otherwise β˜j is some arc in HzC˜µI pTq.
Case ii(a). Suppose βi “ φp∆iq “ φp∆jq “ βj , where both βi and βj arise in Case 1 in the flowchart in
Figure 21. Then from the flowchart we can see that ∆i,∆j are two triangles that do not contain boundary
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segments. For example see Figure 20(b). To solve this case we consider a more general situation where there are
a number of such triangles that share arcs with other triangles.
Consider a triangle ∆i1 corresponding to an arc ai1 P K such that no arc of ∆i1 is a boundary segment. By
definition we have βi1 “ φp∆i1q and βi1 P B˜µI pTq. If we also have that βi1 “ φp∆i2q “ βi2 for some different
triangle ∆i2 where again no arc of ∆i2 is a boundary segment, then let ∆
1 “ ∆i1 and
∆2 “ ∆1 Y∆i2 .
Since φp∆1q “ φp∆i2q, there exists some r2 such that the boundary B∆2 of ∆2 lies in Br2µI pTq, where
B∆2 “ ∆2ztcommon arcs of ∆i1 ,∆i2u.
Observe that by construction φpB∆2q R C˜µI pTq, as none of the arcs in B∆2 are attached to the puncture. Also, from
Figure 20(b) it is easy to see that if φpB∆2q is a notched arc attached to the puncture, then the corresponding
plain tagged arc φpB∆2q is an arc in K. This implies that φpB∆2q R %pKq. On the other hand, if φpB∆2q is
not attached to the puncture then it cannot belong to %pT q, again see Figure 20(b). Hence, we conclude that
φpB∆2q R C˜µI pTq Y %pTq, so φpB∆2q P B˜µI pTq.
If we also have that
φpB∆2q “ βi3 “ φp∆i3q
for some new triangle ∆i3 where no arc of ∆i3 is a boundary segment, then let
∆3 “ ∆2 Y∆i3 .
Because φpB∆2q “ φpB∆i3q there exists some r3 such that B∆3 Ă Br3µI pTq, where
B∆3 “ ∆3ztpairwise common arcs of ∆i1 ,∆i2 ,∆i3u.
By the same argument as before, we conclude that φpB∆3q P B˜µI pTq. Continue in this way to obtain a sequence
of distinct triangles
∆i1 ,∆i2 ,∆i3 , . . . ,∆iq´1 ,∆iq
and the corresponding sequence of distinct arcs in B˜µI pTq
φpB∆1q, φpB∆2q, φpB∆3q, . . . , φpB∆q´1q, φpB∆qq
where φpB∆qq does not coincide with βiq`1 for some new triangle ∆iq`1 . For an example of such a construction
when q “ 4 see Figure 18. Now, we define
β˜ij “ φpB∆ij q for all j P rqs.
Next we justify what β˜ij defined in Case ii(a) do not coincide with β˜’s defined in Case i or with other β’s
defined in the flowchart coming from Cases 1-5. Recall that in Case ii(a) we already considered what happens
if β˜ij equals some other βi coming from Case 1. Note that β˜ij defined in this way cannot be a plain tagged arc
attached to the puncture, because it would equal some arc in K, which would contradict Lemma 8.2. Hence, β˜ij
cannot equal some βl where βl arrises in Cases 2, 3. By construction β˜ij cannot equal some βl that arrises in
Cases 4. It also cannot equal βl in Case 5, because here the corresponding βi “ i is a flip of some plain tagged
arc attached to the puncture. Finally, β˜ij does not equal other β˜l constructed in Case i, as these arcs are either
plain tagged arcs attached to the puncture or flips of such arcs. Therefore, it remains to investigate the case when
β˜ij coincides with some βi arising in Case 6. We consider this situation next.
Case ii(b). If βi “ β˜j1 , where βi arrises in Case 6, then
βi “ φptγi, δi, iuq “ φpB∆j1q
for some triangulated polygon ∆j1 . Recall that by Case ii(a) the polygon is made up of triangles
∆j1 “ ∆i1 Y∆i2 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y∆ij
where no triangle contains a boundary segment. Therefore, there exists a triangulation BrµI pTq containing both
B∆j1 and tγi, δi, iu. Observe that βi cannot equal fpiq, because in accordance with Case 6 the arc i cannot lie
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B∆4
∆i1
∆i4
∆i2
∆i3
φpB∆1q
φpB∆2q
φpB∆3q
φpB∆4q
Figure 18. Example of ∆4 on the left and the corresponding B∆4 on the right.
on the boundary of some triangulated polygon, see Figure 16(c). Without loss of generality let βi “ fpδiq, see
Figure 20(c). The same argument can be made if βi “ fpγiq.
Since we assume that δi P B∆j1 , it follows from the structure of ∆j1 that δi belongs to a triangle ∆l1 for
some l1 P ti1, . . . , iju. Hence, δi P tfpal1q, δl1 , γl1u, but from the construction it is clear that δi “ fpal1q, see
Figure 20(c). Also, in accordance with Case ii(a) we have β˜j1 “ fpδiq, therefore it remains to define β˜i.
First, notice that by construction of ∆j1 the set B∆j1ztδiu consists of arcs of the form δsu and γsv where the
corresponding triangles ∆su ,∆sv Ă ∆j1 . Moreover, two arcs in B∆j1ztδiu share an endpoint P if and only if there
exists some ap P K ending in the point P and the corresponding bp´1 P T . In particular we see that any arc
having P as an endpint does not belong to %pTq as it crosses %pbp´1q.
Next, we consider the set of arcs tfpδiq, i, δi2u as shown in Figure 20(c). Observe that these arcs are in the
analogous situation as the arcs in tγi, δi, iu were prior to a flip in δi. Next, we claim that φptfpδiq, i, δi2uq P
B˜µI pTq. Let fpσq “ φptfpδiq, i, δi2uq and indeed it is easy to see that if σ equals δi2 or fpδiq then fpσq R
C˜µI pTq Y %pTq. If σ “ i then by definition of the set C˜µI pTq we have that fpiq R C˜µI pTq. But also fpiq has the
endpoint P in common with B∆j1ztδiu located on the boundary of the disk. By properties of B∆j1 discussed in
the paragraph above we see that fpiq R %pTq. This shows the claim that φptfpδiq, i, δi2uq P B˜µI pTq.
In addition, we claim that fpσq for any σ does not coincide with any other β or β˜ coming from Case i, and
Cases 2-6. We can see that fpσq cannot be a plain tagged arc attached to the puncture, so it cannot equal any βs
arising in Case 2 or Case 3. By construction fpσq cannot equal some βs “ s arising in Case 5 because a notched
arc s would have to be present in the triangulation prior to a flip in δi. The same conclusion holds in Case 6,
because we already mutated in δi. Observe that in Case 4, if βs “ fpasq “ fpσq, then we must have σ “ i “ as.
Recall that by assumption fpaiq P %pTq, so in particular fpaiq does not cross any arc of %pT q. However, if as P K
such that as crosses %pbs´1q, then we would also have that fpaiq crosses %pbs´1q, because i “ as and fpaiq share
the same endpoint. But this is a contradiction to fpaiq P %pTq. This shows that fpσq cannot equal some βs
arising in Case 4. Finally, fpσq does not equal some β˜ arising in Case i, because such arcs are never notched and
come from flips of plain tagged arcs attached to the puncture.
However, it can happen that there exists some β˜j2 such that fpσq “ fpδi2q “ β˜j2 “ φpB∆j2q for some
triangulated polygon ∆j2 as defined in Case ii(a). If no such β˜j2 exists, then set β˜i “ fpσq. Otherwise, set
β˜j2 “ fpδi2q, but then again we need to define β˜i.
We can proceed in the same manner as before with the new set of arcs tfpδi2q, δi2 , iu. Continuing in this way,
we obtain a sequence of sets
tγi, δi, iu, tfpδiq, δi2 , iu, tfpδi2q, δi3 , iu, . . . , tfpδitq, δit`1 , iu
and a sequence of triangulated polygons
∆j1 ,∆j2 ,∆j3 , . . . ,∆jt
such that δiu P B∆ju for all u P t2, . . . , t ´ 1u. Also, we define β˜ju “ fpδiuq for u P t2, . . . , t ´ 1u and finally
φptfpδitq, δit`1 , iuq ­“ β˜jt for any β˜jt “ φpB∆jtq. Indeed this holds, because the sizes of the triangulated polygons
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∆ju must eventually decrease to zero as the endpoints of δiu move closer together as u increases. Hence, we define
β˜i “ φptfpδitq, δit`1 , iuq. This completes Case ii(b). Moreover, we managed to define β˜’s in Cases ii(a) and ii(b)
such that β˜i “ β˜j if and only if bi´1 “ bj´1.
We already justified that β˜i’s as defined in the three cases above do not coincide with other βj ’s or β˜’s.
Therefore, it remains to show that the scenarios discussed in this lemma are the only ones when βi “ βj for some
pair of distinct arcs bi´1, bj´1. Recall that above we investigated when Case 1 overlapped with Cases 1 and 6,
and Case 2 overlapped with Case 3. In Case 1 the arc βi cannot be tagged plain and attached to the puncture,
so it cannot overlap with Cases 2 and 3. Also, by definition this βi cannot equal fpajq for some j, hence Cases 1
and 4 cannot overlap. By construction Case 1 and Case 5 cannot overlap, because i as defined in Case 5 is a flip
of some plain tagged arc attached to the puncture. It is easy to see that Case 2 cannot overlap with Cases 4, 5,
6, as none of these yield a plain tagged arc attached to the puncture. Also, Case 2 cannot overlap with another
Case 2, because βi are defined uniquely by the corresponding ai. Similarly, Case 3 cannot overlap with Cases 3,
4, 5, 6.
Suppose βi “ fpaiq arrises in Case 4, then it cannot equal another βj arising in Cases 4, because whenever
fpajq “ fpaiq then aj “ ai. Suppose that βi “ fpaiq “ j “ βj , where βi arrises in Case 4 and βj arrises in
Case 5. Then by definition, see the flowchart in Figure 21, there exists a triangulation depicted in Figure 19,
such that fpajq is a notched arc attached to the puncture and belonging to %pTq. However, fpajq and ai share
an endpoint on the boundary of the disk, and since %pbi´1q and ai cross, see the flowchart, it follows that fpajq
and %pbi´1q also cross. This implies that fpajq R %pTq, which is a contradiction. Hence, Case 4 cannot overlap
with Case 5. Also, Case 4 cannot overlap with Case 6, because the arcs δj , γj arising in Case 6 are not attached
to the puncture. Moreover, if βi “ βj “ fpjq “ φptδj , γj , juq where βj is defined in Case 6, then we obtain the
same triangulation as in Case 5. Proceeding in the same manner as above, we also obtain a contradiction.
ai
fpaiq
fpajq
aj
%pbi´1q
’ ’
Figure 19. Triangulation depicting ai in Case 4 and aj in Case 5.
Again, we can see that Case 5 can be though of as a special situation of Case 6 when βi “ φptδi, γi, iuq “ fpiq,
but Case 5 cannot overlap with Case 5, because in this scenario there cannot be two notched arcs belonging to
%pTq. Finally, by the same reasoning Case 6 cannot overlap with another Case 6. Therefore, considering various
scenarios we can see that Cases i, ii(a), ii(b) are the only possibilities when definitions of β’s can overlap. In all
other cases we let β˜i “ βi, which completes the proof of the lemma.

Theorem 8.12. Suppose QT is a quiver of Type IV, where each Q
piq is either empty or a single vertex. The
length of a maximal green sequence for QT is at least 2k ´ 2` t`m.
Proof. By definition BµI pTq “ B˜µI pTqY %pTqY C˜µI pTq. Moreover, the three sets are disjoint, and |%pTq| “ k` t,∣∣∣C˜µI pTq∣∣∣ “ k ´ 2, and by the lemma above ∣∣∣B˜µI pTq∣∣∣ ě m. Therefore, ∣∣BµI pTq∣∣ ě 2k ´ 2` t`m. 
8.2. Minimal length maximal green sequences. For convenience, throughout this section, we refer to all
tagged triangulations (resp., tagged arcs) simply as triangulations (resp., arcs). We construct minimal length
maximal green sequences of QT using the notion of a fan of arcs. A fan with respect to m P M is a sequence
F “ pγ1, . . . , γtq of arcs in a given triangulation T1 of pS,Mq where
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(a) (b) (c)
ci
di
fpaiq
γi δi δi
γi
fpaiq
fpaiq
fpajq
i
%pbi´1q %pbi´1q
fpajq
cj
δj
%pbj´1q
δj
γj
%pbp´1q fpδiq
δi2
bj´1
dj
P
γj δi
’
Figure 20. Each figure shows a different scenario when βi “ βj for some distinct i, j.
a) each γi has m as one of its endpoints and
b) the arc γj`1 is immediately clockwise from γj about m in the triangulation T1 of pS,Mq.
A fan F “ pγ1, . . . , γtq with respect to m is complete if every arc of T1 that is incident to m appears in F exactly
once.
Given any sequence S of arcs of a triangulation T1, we let iS denote the sequence of vertices of QT1 in the
same order as the arcs of S. In particular, any fan F defines such a sequence iF of vertices of QT1 . Similarly, we
let µS to denote corresponding sequence of flips of arcs in S. If S is the empty sequence of arcs, then iS and µS
will also be empty sequences.
Each nonempty quiver Qpiq, determines a complete fan of arcs in T as follows. Define
Fpiq :“
#
pbi`1, ai`1, biq : if Qpi`1q is nonempty
pai`1, biq : otherwise
where i` 1 is calculated3 mod k and where we abuse notation and identify the vertices of Q with the arcs of T.
Define the following sequence of vertices of Q. If at least one of the quivers Qpiq is the empty quiver or if none
of the quivers Qpiq is the empty quiver and there is an even number of quivers Qpiq, we let
i1 :“ iFpi1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ iFpitq
µ
1
:“ µFpitq ¨ ¨ ¨µFpi1q
where tFpijqujPrts is a set of complete fans of arcs of T as defined in the previous paragraph, enumerated in any
order, with the property that an arc of T belongs to at most one of these fans and the set of all arcs appearing
in these fans is maximal with respect to this property.
On the other hand, if none of the quivers Qpiq is the empty quiver and there is an odd number of quivers Qpiq,
we first fix an arc bi P T. Then we let
i1 :“ ipbiq ˝ iFpi1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ iFpitq
µ
1
:“ µFpitq ¨ ¨ ¨µFpi1qµbi
where tFpijqujPrts is a set of complete fans of arcs of µbipTq, enumerated in any order, with the property that an
arc of µbipTq belongs to at most one of these fans and the set of all arcs appearing in these fans is maximal with
respect to this property.
Next, we let
i2 :“ iFpp,1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ iFpp,sq
µ
2
:“ µFpp,sq ¨ ¨ ¨µFpp,1q
where tFpp, jqujPrss is a set of fans of arcs in T X µ1pTq with respect to p, enumerated in any order, such that
every arc of TXµ
1
pTq with an endpoint at p belongs to one of the fans Fpp, jq and where the set of arcs appearing
in each fan Fpp, jq is as large as possible.
3We will henceforth perform all such calculations mod k.
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Figure 21. The definition of the arc βi associated to bi´1 in the proof of Lemma 8.8
Let C :“ pα1, . . . , αtq denote the sequence of arcs in µ2µ1pTq X µ1pTq, enumerated in any order, where each
arc αi appears in a triangle of µ1pTq with the following properties:
‚ one of its other arcs is γ1 from Fpp, jq “ pγ1, . . . , γtq—one of the fans defining i2—and
‚ the arc αi is immediately counterclockwise from γ1 about their common endpoint4.
In addition, we require that each arc αi does not have p as an endpoint. Let
i3 :“
"
iC : if one of the fans defining i1 consists of 3 arcs
H : otherwise,
4In other words, there is an arrow in the quiver Qµ
2
µ
1
pTq whose source (resp., target) is the vertex of Qµ
2
µ
1
pTq corresponding to
αi (resp., γ1).
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and let µ
3
denote the sequence of flips along i3.
Let i4 :“ iFp and µ4 :“ µFp where Fp is any fan of arcs of µ3µ2µ1pTq with respect to p where each arc
appearing in Fp is plain at p and where the underlying set of arcs of Fp is as large as possible.
The last component of our sequence is defined inductively. Let S1 “ pσp1q1 , . . . , σp1qt q denote the sequence of
arcs of µ
4
µ
3
µ
2
µ
1
pTq, enumerated in any order, where each σp1qj satisfies the following:
‚ the arc σp1qj appears in a triangle of µ4µ3µ2µ1pTq whose other two arcs are notched at p, and
‚ the arc σp1qj does not appear in a triangle of µ4µ3µ2µ1pTq whose other two arcs are boundary arcs.
We define Si analogously. Assume that Si´1 has been defined and now let Si “ pσpiq1 , . . . , σpiqt q denote the sequence
of arcs of µSi´1 ¨ ¨ ¨µS1µ4µ3µ2µ1pTq, enumerated in any order, where each σ
piq
j satisfies the following:
‚ the arc σpiqj appears in a triangle of µSi´1 ¨ ¨ ¨µS1µ4µ3µ2µ1pTq whose other two arcs are notched at p, and
‚ the arc σpiqj does not appear in a triangle of µSi´1 ¨ ¨ ¨µS1µ4µ3µ2µ1pTq whose other two arcs are boundary
arcs.
Define i5 :“ iS1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ iSr and µ5 :“ µSr ¨ ¨ ¨µS1 where Sr`1 is the empty sequence of arcs.
Theorem 8.13. Let Q be a Type IV quiver where each of its subquivers Qpiq with i “ 1, . . . , k either consists of
a single vertex or is the empty quiver. Then the sequence i1 ˝ i2 ˝ i3 ˝ i4 ˝ i5 is a maximal green sequence.
Corollary 8.14. The length of the maximal green sequence i1 ˝ i2 ˝ i3 ˝ i4 ˝ i5 is 2kin ´ 2 ` m ` kout where
kin “ |tarcs of T connected to pu|, kout “ |tarcs of T not connected to pu|, and
m “ |tarcs γ P T not connected to p where %2pγq P T is also not connected to pu|.5
Example 8.15. Here we give an example of the maximal green sequence i1 ˝ i2 ˝ i3 ˝ i4 ˝ i5 from Theorem 8.13 in
the context of Figure 22. We have that i1 “ pa7, b6, a4, b3, b2, a2, b1q, i2 “ pa3, a5, a6, a1q, i3 “ piαq, i4 “ piδq, and
i5 “ piσp1q1 , iσp1q2 , iσp2q1 , iσp2q2 , iσp3q1 q. Notice that the arc α
1 obtained by flipping α also satisfies α1 “ %pb2q, as desired.
In the proof of Theorem 8.13, we will need to consider how a specific part of a triangulation T1 of pS,Mq is
affected by flips. In particular, we will need to understand how a single flip µγ : T1 Ñ T1ztγu \ tγ1u affects the
colors of arcs in T1ztγu that are close to γ in T1. We formulate what we mean by a specific part of a triangulation
T1 as follows.
Let T1 be a triangulation of pS,Mq and let C Ă T1. We define pSpCq,MpCqq to be the marked sur-
face obtained from pS,Mq by taking the disjoint union of all ideal quadrilaterals in T1 of arcs appearing in
C and then identifying any common triangles appearing in these ideal quadrilaterals. The resulting (possi-
bly disconnected) surface pSpCq,MpCqq clearly has a triangulation given by the arcs of C. If we are working
with a specific set of arcs tα1, . . . , αtu P T1, for convenience, we write pSpα1, . . . , αtq,Mpα1, . . . , αtqq to de-
note pSptα1, . . . , αtuq,Mptα1, . . . , αtuqq. Similarly, when we are considering a fan F of arcs in T1, we write
pSpFq,MpFqq to denote pSpCq,MpCqq where C is the underlying set of arcs in F . Note that for such a fan F the
surface pSpFq,MpFqq will be connected.
The following facts, which we will use in the proof of Theorem 8.13, are straightforward to verify.
Lemma 8.16. Let C and C1 be two subsets of arcs of a triangulation T1 P ÝÝÑEGpTq of pS,Mq, let Q1T P ÝÝÑEGp pQTq
be the quiver corresponding to T1, and let pγ1, . . . , γsq and pδ1, . . . , δtq be total orderings of the arcs in C and C1,
respectively.
aq If the intersection of pSpCq,MpCqq and pSpC1q,MpC1qq, regarding the two as subspaces of pS,Mq, is empty
or consists only of boundary arcs of these two surfaces, then
µγs ¨ ¨ ¨µγ1µδt ¨ ¨ ¨µδ1Q1T “ µδt ¨ ¨ ¨µδ1µγs ¨ ¨ ¨µγ1Q1T.
bq If an arc γ P T1 is neither an interior arc nor a boundary arc of pSpCq,MpCqq, then the color of γ as an
arc of µγs ¨ ¨ ¨µγ1pT1q is the same as its color as an arc of T1.
Proof of Theorem 8.13. We assume that at least one of the quivers Qpiq is the empty quiver or that none of the
quivers Qpiq is the empty quiver and k is even. The proof when each of the quivers Qpiq consists of a single vertex
and k is odd is similar so we omit it. We prove that i1 ˝ i2 ˝ i3 ˝ i4 ˝ i5 is a maximal green sequence by analyzing
the effect each subsequence µ
j
of µ
5
¨ ¨ ¨µ
1
has on the triangulation µ
j´1 ¨ ¨ ¨µ1pTq. In the course of the proof, we
5Note that kin “ k and m “ tj P rks : degpajq “ 4u.
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Figure 22. An example of a maximal green sequence i1 ˝ i2 ˝ i3 ˝ i4 ˝ i5.
also justify why in the definition of the sequence ii for i “ 1, 2, 3, 4 we can enumerate the subsequences defining
it in any order. Similarly, we explain why the arcs in Si for i “ 1, . . . , r may be flipped in any order.
We first consider the effect of µ
1
on T. Let i1 “ iFpi1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ iFpitq. One observes that the intersection of the
surfaces pSpFpijqq,MpFpijqqq and pSpFpij1qq,MpFpij1qqq where j ‰ j1 is either empty or consists of a boundary
arc of these surfaces. Therefore, by Lemma 8.16 aq, we can assume i1 ą i2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą it. Now the sequence i1 can be
expressed as the composition of a unique family of sequences of the form iFpiq˝iFpi´2q˝¨ ¨ ¨˝iFpj`2q˝iFpjq where j “ 1
and i “ k´1 if each of the quivers Qp1q, . . . , Qpkq is a single vertex (and, in this case, there is exactly one sequence
in this family) or Qpi`2q and Qpj´1q are empty quivers. Given such a sequence iFpiq ˝ iFpi´2q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ iFpj`2q ˝ iFpjq,
we show the two possible ways that µFpjqµFpj`2q ¨ ¨ ¨µFpi´2qµFpiq may affect the triangulation T in Figure 23. It
is clear that all flips in µ
1
take place at green arcs.
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Figure 23. The effect of the sequence of flips µFpjqµFpj`2q ¨ ¨ ¨µFpi´2qµFpiq on the triangulation
T. The quiver Qpi`1q is a single vertex in paq and it is empty in pbq.
Next, we consider the effect of µ
2
on µ
1
pTq. From the description of µ
1
pTq given by Figure 23, the surfaces
pSpFpp, iqq,MpFpp, iqqq and pSpFpp, jqq,MpFpp, jqqq with i ‰ j can only intersect at their boundaries. By
Lemma 8.16 aq, we can enumerate the fans appearing in i2 in any order.
The sequence i2 is either defined by at least two fans Fpp, iq and Fpp, jq or it is defined by a single fan Fpp, iq.
Let Fpp, iq “ pγ1, . . . , γtq be one of the fans defining i2. In the former case, the surface pSpFpp, iqq,MpFpp, iqqq
is an unpunctured disk, triangulated by a fan triangulation (see Figure 24 paq). In the latter case, the surface
is a once-punctured disk, triangulated by a fan of arcs about the puncture p (see Figure 24 pbq and pcq)6. Since
Figure 23 shows that the only green arcs of µ
1
pTq are those in TX µ
1
pTq, all flips in µ
2
take place at green arcs.
One checks that if i2 “ iFpp,1q, then Fpp, 1q consists of at least two arcs. In the case when Fpp, 1q consists of
exactly two arcs, the triangulation T is one of three shown in Figure 25. In these cases, we leave it to the reader
to verify that i1 ˝ i2 ˝ i3 ˝ i4 ˝ i5 is a maximal green sequence, and we focus on the generic case when t ą 2.
In Figure 24, we also show the effect of performing the transformation µFpp,iq on the triangulated surface
pSpFpp, iqq,MpFpp, iqqq in each of these three cases. The Figures 26, 27, and 28 justify why the resulting tri-
angulation of pSpFpp, iqq,MpFpp, iqqq is what appears in the lower image in Figure 24 and that the arcs in that
triangulation have the indicated colors.
The Figures 26, 27, and 28 also show that an arc of µ
2
µ
1
pTq one of whose endpoints is p is green if and only
if the arc is plain at p. Furthermore, we conclude that in the cases of Figures 24 paq and pbq an arc γ of µ
2
µ
1
pTq
none of whose endpoints is p is green if and only if γ “ a1j`1 for some j ` 1 P rks where aj`1 was flipped when
applying µ
1
. Lastly, in the case of Figure 24 pcq, an arc γ of µ
2
µ
1
pTq none of whose endpoints is p is green if and
only if γ “ a1j`1 for some j ` 1 P rks and the arcs γ, γ`, and γ``1 with ` “ 2, . . . , t ´ 1 form a triangle in µ1pTq
or γ “ γ1t´2.
We now apply µ
3
to µ
2
µ
1
pTq. By referring to Figures 26, 27, and 28, we see that applying µ
3
to µ
2
µ
1
pTq
means that we flip exactly the green arcs α from Figure 26 pa1q and Figure 27 pb1q. Observe that none of these
flips turn any red arcs green. Furthermore, the surfaces pSpFpαiqq,MpFpαiqqq and pSpFpαjqq,MpFpαjqqq do not
intersect nontrivially so the arcs defining i3 may be flipped in any order.
Next, we apply µ
4
to µ
3
µ
2
µ
1
pTq. Note that supppi4q “ H if and only if the sequence i2 is defined by a single
fan Fpp, iq where pSpFpp, iqq,MpFpp, iqqq is a once-punctured disk with a fan triangulation given by the arcs of
Fpp, iq as in Figure 24 pcq.
If supppi4q ‰ H, then every boundary arc of the surface pSpFpq,MpFpqq is an internal arc of the triangulation
µ
3
µ
2
µ
1
pTq. Indeed, if i2 is defined by at least two fans (resp., a single fan), the boundary arcs of pSpFpq,MpFpqq
6These three cases can equivalently be described by saying Figure 24 paq, Figure 24 pbq, and Figure 24 pcq, respectively, is the case
in which among the fans defining i1 at least two fans consist of three arcs, exactly one fan consists of three arcs, and no fans consist
of three arcs.
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Figure 24. The three ways in which µFpp,iq may affect µ1pTq where Fpp, iq “ pγ1, . . . , γtq
is any fan appearing in i2. Here we only show the effect on the triangulated surface
pSpFpp, iqq,MpFpp, iqqq. In paq, this surface is an unpunctured disk, and in pbq and pcq, this
surface is a once-punctured disk. In this figure and in later figures, we let `i denote the elemen-
tary lamination defined by γi. We let δ “ b1r, 1 “ b1` , and 2 “ a1` where br, b`, and a` were
flipped when we applied µ
1
. We use the same notation for these arcs in Figures 26 and 27. The
arc α˚ “ a1` in pbq where a` was flipped when we applied µ1, and this is the same arc α˚ that
appears in later figures. In paq and pbq, if αj is not a boundary arc of pS,Mq, then it appears in
i3.
pb11q pb12q pc1q
Figure 25. In pc1q (resp., pb11q and pb12q), we show the triangulation(s) where i2 consists of a
single fan with exactly two arcs.
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Figure 26. The effect of applying µFpp,iq to µ1pTq when the surface pSpFpp, iqq,MpFpp, iqqq is
an unpunctured disk, as in Figure 24 paq. The arc α may be a boundary arc of pS,Mq, in which
case the arc β and the black arcs in the ideal quadrilateral containing β should be removed from
the picture. If not, then α “ a1j`1 and β “ b1j where aj`1 and bj were flipped when we applied
µ
1
. The black arcs are boundary arcs of pS,Mq.
are exactly the arcs γ1t from Figure 24 paq (resp., α˚ and γ1t´1 from Figure 24 pbq). In the former case, every
boundary arc of pSpFpq,MpFpqq is red in µ3µ2µ1pTq, and, in the latter case, the arc γ1t´1 is the only boundary
arc of pSpFpq,MpFpqq that is red in µ3µ2µ1pTq.
Let D :“ tarcs of Fpu \ tboundary arcs of pSpFpq,MpFpqqu and consider pSpDq,MpDqq. We show how µ4
affects µ
3
µ
2
µ
1
pTq in Figure 29. In particular, the elementary laminations appearing in Figure 29 paq do appear
because we have previously determined that the arcs δ1, . . . , δs (resp., the boundary arcs of pSpFpq,MpFpqq) are
green (resp., red) in µ
3
µ
2
µ
1
pTq. Furthermore, every flip in µ
4
occurs at a green arc.
Lastly, we apply µ
5
“ µSr ¨ ¨ ¨µS1 to µ4µ3µ2µ1pTq. By the definition of the arcs in Si and Lemma 8.16 aq, we
can enumerate the arcs appearing in Si is any order. We notice from Figures 28 and 29 and our description of
the boundary arcs of pSpDq,MpDqq that any arc appearing in S1 is of the form α, α˚, γ1t, γ1t´1, γ1t´2, or δ1s´2 and
each arc appearing in S1 is green in µ4µ3µ2µ1pTq. In fact, Figures 24, 26, 27, 28, and 29 and our description of
the boundary arcs of pSpDq,MpDqq show that each arc of Si is of the form α, α˚, γ1j , or δ1j .
Next, we show that each flip in µ
5
takes place at a green arc. We have already shown that each flip in µS1
takes place at a green arc. Now assume that for some i ă r the arcs in Sj are green in µSj´1 ¨ ¨ ¨µS1µ4µ3µ2µ1pTq
for each j ă i. In Figure 30 paq, we show the generic configuration of arcs from µSi´1 ¨ ¨ ¨µS1µ4µ3µ2µ1pTq around
an arc σ
piq
j1
appearing in Si. Here, either σpiqj1 “ δ 1` for some arc δ` in Fp where ` P rs ´ 2s or σpiqj1 “ γ 1` for some
` ą 1 and γ` is an arc in one of the fans defining i2.
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Figure 27. The effect of applying µFpp,iq to µ1pTq when the surface pSpFpp, iqq,MpFpp, iqqq is
a punctured disk, as in Figure 24 pbq. Any arc α may be a boundary arc of pS,Mq, in which case
the arc β and the black arcs in the ideal quadrilateral containing β should be removed from the
picture. If not, then α “ a1j`1 and β “ b1j where aj`1 and bj were flipped when we applied µ1.
Also, α˚ “ a1` `1 and β˚ “ b1` where a``1 and b` were flipped when we applied µ1. The arc α˚ is
not a boundary arc of pS,Mq. The black arcs in pb1q are boundary arcs of pS,Mq.
Suppose σ
piq
j1
“ δ 1` . Then Figures 24, 26, 27, 28, and 29 and our description of the boundary arcs of
pSpDq,MpDqq shows that σpi`1qj2`1 “ γ1t where γt is the last arc to be flipped in some fan defining i2 and σpi`2qj3`1 is
either a boundary component of pS,Mq or it is an arc of the form α. Now assume σpiqj1 “ γ 1` where ` ą 1. Then
Figures 24, 26, 27, and 28 show that the arcs σ
pi`1q
j2`1 and σ
pi`2q
j3`1 may be boundary components of pS,Mq or these
are arcs of the form α.
We can now conclude that if an arc in the left image in Figure 30 paq is not an boundary arc of pS,Mq,
then it has the indicated color in µSi´1 ¨ ¨ ¨µS1µ4µ3µ2µ1pTq. The elementary laminations `j2 (resp., `j2`1) in
Figure 30 paq are those witnessing that σpi`1qj2 (resp., σpi`1qj2`1 ) is red (resp., green) in µSi´1 ¨ ¨ ¨µS1µ4µ3µ2µ1pTq.
These elementary laminations also show that the arcs other than τ in Figure 30 paq have the indicated color in
µSi ¨ ¨ ¨µS1µ4µ3µ2µ1pTq. We will justify that τ is red in µSi ¨ ¨ ¨µS1µ4µ3µ2µ1pTq shortly.
The remaining cases are that σ
piq
j1
“ γ11 where γ1 is the first arc to be flipped in some fan defining i2 or that
σ
piq
j1
is an arc α or α˚. If σpiqj1 “ γ11, then Figures 24, 26, 27, 28 show that σpiqj1 appears in one of the leftmost
configurations of arcs in Figure 30 pbq, pcq, or pdq. In Figures 30 pbq and pcq, the arcs σpi`1qj2`1 and σpi`1qj2 are either
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Figure 28. The effect of applying µFpp,iq to µ1pTq when the surface pSpFpp, iqq,MpFpp, iqqq is
a punctured disk, as in Figure 24 pcq. The arc α may be a boundary arc of pS,Mq, in which case
the arc β and the black arcs in the ideal quadrilateral containing β should be removed from the
picture. If not, then α “ a1j`1 and β “ b1j where aj`1 and bj were flipped when we applied µ1.
In pc1q and pc11q, we show the two possible configurations in which γ1 may appear. The black
arcs in pc1q and pc11q are boundary arcs of pS,Mq.
boundary arcs of pS,Mq or they are arcs α or α˚. If σpiqj1 is an arc α or α˚, then σpiqj1 plays the role of arc σpi`1qj2
in the middle configuration of Figures 30 pbq and pcq.
Using Figures 24, 26, 27, 28, one checks that the elementary laminations shown in Figure 30 pbq, pcq, or pdq are
present in these configurations. Furthermore, one checks that these elementary laminations show that the arcs
other than τ have the indicated colors in µSi ¨ ¨ ¨µS1µ4µ3µ2µ1pTq. However, each arc τ is realizable as an arc σ
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Figure 29. We show the effect of µ
4
on µ
3
µ
2
µ
1
pTq by showing its effect on the arcs in
pSpDq,MpDqq. In paq, we write Fp “ pδ1, . . . , δsq and s ě 2. In pbq, we have Fp “ pδq.
in a configuration of one of the forms shown in Figure 30 about some arc σ
pi1q
` P Si1 where σpi
1q
` ‰ σpiqj1 , but σpi
1q
`
plays the role of σ
piq
j1
in the configuration. Thus τ will be red in µSi ¨ ¨ ¨µS1µ4µ3µ2µ1pTq.
We conclude that all flips in µSi take place at green arcs. By induction, we see that all flips of µ5 take
place at green arcs. Moreover, the rightmost configurations in Figure 30 pbq, pcq, and pdq show that all arcs in
µ
5
µ
4
µ
3
µ
2
µ
1
pTq are red. Thus i1 ˝ i2 ˝ i3 ˝ i4 ˝ i5 is a maximal green sequence. 
Proof of Corollary 8.14. As in the proof of Theorem 8.13, we prove that i1 ˝ i2 ˝ i3 ˝ i4 ˝ i5 has the desired length
when at least one of the quivers Qpiq is the empty quiver or none of the quivers Qpiq is the empty quiver and k is
even.
Observe that applying the sequence of flips µ
2
µ
1
to T flips each arc of T exactly once. Thus i1 ˝ i2 is a green
sequence of QT with length #pQTq0 “ kin ` kout. It remains to show that `pi3 ˝ i4 ˝ i5q “ kin ´ 2`m.
We first show that `pi3 ˝ i4q “ m. We claim that there is a bijection f : supppi3 ˝ i4q Ñ tai P pQTq0 : degpaiq “
4u. Let fpαiq :“ vγ1 P pQTq0 where αi P supppi3q and where γ1 is the arc appearing in a triangle of µ1pTq with αi
from the definition of i3. From the structure of QT, we have that fpαiq ‰ fpαjq for i ‰ j and that degpfpαiqq “ 4.
Let fpδiq :“ v%´1pδiq P pQTq0 where δi P supppi4q. We need to show that v%´1pδiq P pQTq0. Observe that for
each δi P supppi4q there exists bj P pQTq0 such that δi “ b1j . This implies %´1pδiq “ aj and fpδiq ‰ fpδjq for i ‰ j.
We conclude that fpδiq “ aj P pQTq0 and that this vertex has degree 4.
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Figure 30. The types of flips performed by applying µSi to µSi´1 ¨ ¨ ¨µS1µ4µ3µ2µ1pTq.
It remains to show that f is surjective. Observe that for any degree 4 vertex ai P pQTq0, either ai appears in
the fan pbi, ai, bi´1q–one of the fans that defines i1–or ai is an arc that gives rise to one of the arcs in i3. As such,
the vertex ai is either the image under f of an arc in supppi3q or of an arc in supppi4q.
Lastly, we show that `pi5q “ kin´2. By Theorem 8.13 and Theorem 7.5, we know that µ5µ4µ3µ2µ1pTq “ %pTq.
In particular, we know that %pTq has exactly kin arcs connected to p that are notched at p. In the triangulation
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µ
4
µ
3
µ
2
µ
1
pTq (see Figures 28 pc3q and 29), there are exactly two arcs connected to p that are notched at p. Since
each flip in µ
5
produces a triangulation with exactly one additional arc connected to p that is notched at p, we
conclude that `pi5q “ kin ´ 2. 
9. Quivers of mutation type rApn1, n2q
We now focus on the minimal length maximal green sequences of quivers that we refer to as mutation typerApn1, n2q where n1 and n2 are positive integers. Let rAn denote an affine type A Dynkin diagram with n vertices
where n ě 1. By definition, the mutation type rApn1, n2q quivers are those that are mutation-equivalent to an
acyclic orientation of rAn, denoted Qpn1, n2q, where Qpn1, n2q has n1 edges are oriented clockwise, n2 edges are
oriented counterclockwise, and n “ n1 ` n2 ´ 1. Note that the notion of clockwise and counterclockwise arrows
is only unique up to changing the roles of the clockwise and counterclockwise arrows.
9.1. The mutation class of quivers of mutation type rApn1, n2q quivers. Here we recall the description of
mutation type rApn1, n2q quivers that was found in [3]. We first mention the following result, which shows that
the mutation class of mutation type rApn1, n2q quivers depends only on the choice of the parameters n1 P N and
n2 P N.
Lemma 9.1. [12, Lemma 6.8] Let Qpn1, n2q and Qpm1,m2q be two acyclic orientations of rAn. Then Qpn1, n2q
and Qpm1,m2q are mutation-equivalent if and only if n1 “ m1 and n2 “ m2.
Definition 9.2. [3, Definition 3.3] Let Qn be the class of connected quivers Q with n ` 1 vertices that satisfy
the following conditions:
i) There exists precisely one full subquiver of Q which is an acyclic orientation of rAm, denoted Qpm1,m2q,
for some m satisfying 1 ď m ď n.
ii) for each arrow x
αÝÑ y in Qpm1,m2q, there may be a vertex zα P Q0zQpm1,m2q0 such that the 3-cycle
zα ÝÑ x αÝÑ y ÝÑ zα is a full subquiver of Q, and there are no other vertices in Q0zQpm1,m2q0 that
are connected to vertices of Qpm1,m2q;
iii) the full subquiver Q1 obtained from Q by removing the vertices and arrows of Qpm1,m2q consists of the
quivers tQpαqu, one for each α P Qpm1,m2q1, and each nonempty quiver Qpαq is of mutation type A.
Let Q be a quiver in Qn. We refer to the quiver Qpm1,m2q as the non-oriented cycle of Q. Now let x αÝÑ y
be an arrow of its non-oriented cycle Qpm1,m2q.
Example 9.3. In Figure 31, we give an example of a quiver Q belonging to Q16. The full subquiver of Q on the
vertices 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 is the acyclic orientation Qp3, 5q of rA7 described in part i) of Definition 9.2. The
quiver Q1 is the full subquiver of Q on the vertices 1, 10, 11, 13, 12, 14, 15, and 16. It consists of a quiver of
mutation type A1, a quiver of mutation type A3, and quiver of mutation type A4.
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It is clear that any acyclic orientation of rAn belongs to Qn. By [3, Lemma 3.5], Qn is closed under mutation.
Thus each quiver in Qn is mutation equivalent to an acyclic orientation of rAn.
Theorem 9.4. Let rQ be a quiver of mutation type rApn1, n2q. The length of a minimal length maximal green
sequence of rQ is | rQ0| ` |t3-cycles in rQu|.
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Proof. If there exists a clockwise arrow α P rQpn1, n2q1 and counterclockwise arrow β P rQpn1, n2q1 where rQpαq
and rQpβq are both the empty quivers, then rQ “ Q1 ‘ptpαq,tpβqqpspαq,spβqq Q2 for some quivers Q1 and Q2. It follows
from Definition 9.2 that Q1 and Q2 are both of mutation type A. By Theorem 2.3, there exist minimal length
maximal green sequences i1 P MGSpQ1q and i2 P MGSpQ2q where `pi1q “ |Q10| ` |t3-cycles in Q1u| and `pi2q “
|Q20| ` |t3-cycles in Q2u|. By Theorem 4.3 and Proposition 4.4, i1 ˝ i2 P MGSp rQq and this is a minimal length
maximal green sequence of the desired length.
Suppose there does not exist a clockwise arrow α P rQpn1, n2q1 and counterclockwise arrow β P rQpn1, n2q1
where rQpαq and rQpβq are both the empty quivers. By Definition 9.2, the quiver rQ is an example of a quiver
described by Definition 5.3 where the quivers Q1, Q2, . . . are the nonempty quivers in tQpαqu from Definition 9.2
and Q is the full subquiver of rQ on the vertex set rQpn1, n2q0 Y tzα : α P rQpn1, n2q1u where the vertices zα are
those appearing in Definition 9.2.
The quivers Q1, Q2, . . . are all of mutation type A so by Theorem 2.3 there exist minimal length maximal
green sequences ij P MGSpQjq where `pijq “ |Qj0| ` |t3-cycles in Qju|. By Theorem 9.8, there exist a minimal
length maximal green sequence iQ P MGSpQq where `piQq “ |Q0| ` |t3-cycles in Qu|. Now by Theorem 5.4, the
quiver rQ has a minimal length maximal green sequence i with `piq “ | rQ0| ` |t3-cycles in rQu|. 
9.2. Construction of minimal length maximal green sequences. In this section, we construct a particular
mutation sequence of a quiver of mutation type rApn1, n2q that will turn out to be a minimal length maximal
green sequence of the quiver.
Let Q be a quiver of mutation type rApn1, n2q. In this section, for brevity, we let ηpQq be the non-oriented
cycle of Q. Assume that Q cannot be expressed as a nontrivial direct sum of two mutation type A quivers. This
implies that there do not exist distinct arrows i1
α1Ñ j1, i2 α2Ñ j2 P ηpQq1 such that Q “ Qp1q ‘pj1,j2qpi1,i2q Qp2q for some
full subquivers Qp1q and Qp2q of Q. In particular, it follows that all clockwise arrows of ηpQq1 belong to a 3-cycle
of Q or all counterclockwise arrows of ηpQq1 belong to a 3-cycle of Q. Without loss of generality, we will assume
that all clockwise arrows of ηpQq1 belong to a 3-cycle of Q.
Lemma 9.5. The length of any maximal green sequence of Q is at least |Q0| ` |t3-cycles in Qu|.
Proof. We will assume that Q is not the quiver of mutation type rA4 where ηpQq is the Kronecker quiver with
arrows α1, α2 P ηpQq1 and both of its quivers Qpα1q and Qpα2q are single vertices. We will also assume that Q is
not the quiver of mutation type rA3 where ηpQq is the Kronecker quiver with arrows α1, α2 P ηpQq1 and where
Qpα1q is a single vertex and Qpα2q is the empty quiver. If Q is either of these two quivers, one checks that its
minimal length maximal green sequences have the desired length.
Now let i P MGSpQq and let α P ηpQq1 be an arrow in the 3-cycle zα Ñ spαq Ñ tpαq Ñ zα. By Theorem 3.3,
we let ipαq denote the induced maximal green sequence on the full subquiver of Q whose vertices are spαq, tpαq,
and zα. One checks that the sequence of c-vectors cpipαqq includes at least one c-vector with two nonzero entries.
Thus the sequence cpiq includes at least one c-vector with two nonzero entries for each 3-cycle of Q. It follows
that `piq ě |Q0| ` |t3-cycles in Qu|. 
Now assume that Q has the property that the family of subquivers tQpαq : α P ηpQq1u of Q, using the notation
of Definition 9.2, contains only empty quivers or quivers of mutation type A1. It immediately follows that Q has
the property that each arrow α of ηpQq satisfies one of the following:
‚ α belongs to a (necessarily, unique) 3-cycle of Q
‚ α is not an arrow in an oriented cycle of Q.
Let Q “ QI denote a quiver satisfying all of the assumptions mentioned in the previous two paragraphs.
We now define two families CpQq and CCpQq of full subquivers of Q that will be important in our construction
of minimal length maximal green sequences of Q. We note that the elements of CpQq and CCpQq will form a
set partition of the arrows of Q. Define the clockwise components of Q, denoted CpQq, to be the set of full,
connected subquivers R of Q such that
‚ R contains no counterclockwise arrows of ηpQq,
‚ each clockwise arrow of R1 X ηpQq1 belongs to a 3-cycle, and
‚ R is an inclusion-maximal full subquiver of Q with respect to these conditions.
Let R P CpQq and order the clockwise arrows in R1XηpQq1 as α1, . . . , αd so that degpspα1qq “ degptpαdqq “ 2
and tpαiq “ spαi`1q for each i P rd´ 1s. Define iR,initial to be the following sequence of vertices of R:
iR,initial :“ pzα1 , zα2 , spα2q, zα3 , spα3q, . . . , zαd , spαdqq.
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Figure 32. The subquivers CpQq and CCpQq.
Next, define the counterclockwise components of Q, denoted CCpQq, to be the set of full, connected
subquivers S of Q such that
‚ S contains no clockwise arrows of ηpQq and
‚ S is an inclusion-maximal full subquiver of Q with respect to these conditions.
Let S P CCpQq and order the counterclockwise arrows in S1 X ηpQq1 as α1, . . . , αd so that spα1q and tpαdq
are vertices of some quivers belonging to CpQq and tpαiq “ spαi`1q for each i P rd´ 1s. Define iS,initial to be the
following sequence of vertices of S:
iS,initial :“ pspα1q, spα2q, . . . , spαdq, tpαdqq.
Let iS,final be a sequence of some distinct vertices of S, first containing all of the vertices in S0zηpQq0, followed
by the vertices i of S0 X ηpQq0 for which there exists an arrow j Ñ i where j is in S0zηpQq0. We exclude i from
this sequence if there exists an arrow iÑ j and j is part of some clockwise component of Q.
Now let R P CpQq. Let i1, . . . , il be the vertices of R0zηpQq0, ordered such that there exists vertices jk with a
2-path ik`1 Ñ jk Ñ ik in R for k ă l. Let jl be the unique vertex in R with an arrow jl Ñ il. Then jl is part of
some counterclockwise component S. Let j be the vertex of ηpQq0XS0 with an arrow j Ñ jl. If this arrow is part
of a 3-cycle, then we define iR,final to be the sequence pi1, . . . , il, jq. Otherwise, we let iR,final be the sequence
pi1, . . . , ilq.
Example 9.6. Consider the quiver Q shown in Figure 32. The set CpQq “ tR1, R2, R3u (resp., CCpQq “
tS1, S2, S3u) consists of the 3 full subquivers of Q that have solid (resp., dashed) arrows. For the quiver Q, the
sequences of vertices defined above are as follows.
iR1,initial “ p1, 2, 3q iS1,final “ p23, 24, 25, 12, 13q
iR2,initial “ p4q iS2,final “ p26q
iR3,initial “ p5, 6, 7, 8, 9q iS3,final “ p27, 20q
iS1,initial “ p10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16q iR1,final “ p1, 2, 17q
iS2,initial “ p17, 18q iR2,final “ p4q
iS3,initial “ p19, 20, 21, 22q iR3,final “ p5, 6, 8, 15q
Remark 9.7. There is an obvious bijection between the quivers in CpQq and those in CCpQq given by sending
R P CpQq to S P CCpQq so that spαR1 q “ spαS1 q is satisfied. Thus |CpQq| “ |CCpQq| “ |tsources of ηpQqu|. We
will henceforth write CpQq “ tR1, . . . , Rku and CCpQq “ tS1, . . . , Sku so that spαRi1 q “ spαSi1 q for each i P rks,
as we have done in Example 9.6.
We define i “ i1 ˝ i2 ˝ i3 ˝ i4 to be the following sequence of vertices.
i1 :“ iR1,initial ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ iRk,initial
i2 :“ iS1,initial ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ iSk,initial
i3 :“ iS1,final ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ iSk,final
i4 :“ iR1,final ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ iRk,final
Theorem 9.8. The sequence i is a minimal length maximal green sequence ofQ with `piq “ |Q0|`|t3-cycles in Qu|.
The remainder of this section is dedicated to proving Theorem 9.8. As usual, we let Q1 P Mutp pQq denote a
quiver with frozen vertices whose mutable part is Q1 P MutpQq. Given two full subquivers Q1 and Q2 of some
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quiver Q1 P MutpQq, we define Q1XQ2 (resp., Q1zQ2) to be the full subquiver of Q1 whose vertex set is Q10XQ20
(resp., Q10zQ20). If R is a clockwise or counterclockwise component of Q, we refer to the unique source (resp.,
sink) of ηpQq XR as the first (resp., last) vertex of R. Similarly, we define the first (resp., last) arrow of R to
be the unique arrow of ηpQq XR incident to the first (resp., last) vertex of R.
Let us first remark that the sequence is of the appropriate length. Every vertex except the first and last in
a clockwise component of Q is in the sequence i1. The sequence i2 contains all of the vertices in the main cycle
ηpQq that lie in a counterclockwise component of Q. Together with i1, this now includes all of the vertices in
ηpQq and the vertices not in ηpQq that are in a clockwise component. The sequence i3 contains the vertices in
each counterclockwise component of Q outside the main cycle, as well as one additional vertex for each 3-cycle
in a counterclockwise component unless the 3-cycle contains the last vertex of that component. Finally, for each
3-cycle in a clockwise component, there is one corresponding vertex in i4, as well as one vertex in the sequence
for each 3-cycle in a counterclockwise component that contains the last vertex of that component. In total, there
is a mutation for each vertex of Q and an additional mutation corresponding to each 3-cycle.
To show that this sequence is a maximal green sequence, we characterize the quiver obtained from Q by
applying mutations at each of the sequences i1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ il for l P t1, 2, 3, 4u. We say a quiver is of Type I if it satisfies
the defining criteria for pQ. We say a quiver QII is of Type II if the following holds.
‚ For each R P CpQIIq:
– R contains at least three vertices in ηpQIIq.
– The first and last arrows of RXηpQIIq are not part of a 3-cycle, and every other arrow of RXηpQIIq
is part of a 3-cycle.
– If i is a vertex in RzηpQIIq, then there is a unique arrow i Ñ j with source i, and i is a red vertex
with arrows iÐ i1 and iÐ j1.
– If i is the last vertex in R X ηpQIIq, then there is a unique arrow j Ñ i in R with target i, and i is
a green vertex with arrows iÑ i1, iÑ j1.
– If i is the second-to-last vertex in RX ηpQIIq, then i is red with an arrow iÐ i1.
‚ Every other vertex is green with an arrow iÑ i1.
Lemma 9.9. Applying the mutation sequence µi1 to
pQ gives a quiver of Type II, up to a permutation of the
mutable vertices.
Proof. Let QII “ µi1p pQq. Except for the endpoints, the vertices of any counterclockwise component are not
adjacent to any vertex in the sequence i1. Consequently, they will remained unchanged in QII .
Let R be a clockwise component of Q. After mutating at each of the vertices in RzηpQq, the resulting quiver
R1 is a directed path with a clockwise orientation. The vertices in this path alternate between R X ηpQq and
RzηpQq. For each vertex i P RzηpQq, there is an arrow i Ð i1 in R1. For a vertex i P R X ηpQq and arrow j Ñ i
in R1, there are arrows iÑ i1 and iÑ j1. Finally, if i is the first vertex of RX ηpQq, then it is green with iÑ i1.
Now let R2 be the result of mutating R1 at each of the vertices in RX ηpQq except the first and last. Then R2
is a clockwise component of QII . Each vertex of RX ηpQq except the first and last is part of a 3-cycle in R2 but
lies in R2zηpQIIq. Every other vertex of R lies on the main cycle in QII . Since we assumed that every clockwise
arrow in ηpQq is part of a 3-cycle in Q, we deduce that R2 X ηpQIIq contains at least 3 vertices. Furthermore,
every arrow of R2 X ηpQIIq except the first and last is part of a 3-cycle.
If i is a vertex in R X ηpQq besides the first and last vertex, then there is a unique arrow i Ñ j in R2 with
source i. For each such pair i, j we swap their labels in the mutable part of QII . After doing this permutation, it
is straight-forward to check that the component R2 satisfies the remaining conditions to be a clockwise component
of a quiver of Type II. 
We say a quiver QIII is of Type III if the following holds.
‚ For each R P CpQIIIq:
– Every arrow in R is part of a 3-cycle.
– If i is the last vertex in RX ηpQIIIq, then i is red with arrow iÐ i1.
– If i is any other vertex in RX ηpQIIIq, then i is green with arrow iÑ i1.
– If i is in RzηpQIIIq, and i Ñ j is the unique arrow with source i, then i is red with arrows i Ð i1
and iÐ j1.
‚ For each S P CCpQIIIq:
– If i is the first vertex in S X ηpQIIIq, then i is green with arrow iÑ i1.
– If i is any other vertex in S X ηpQIIIq, then i is red with arrow iÐ i1.
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– If i is in SzηpQIIIq, and j Ñ i is the unique arrow with target i, then i is green with arrows i Ñ i1
and iÑ j1.
Lemma 9.10. Applying µi2 to a quiver of Type II produces a quiver of Type III, up to a permutation of the
mutable vertices.
Proof. Let QII be a quiver of Type II. Let S be a counterclockwise component of QII . Let i0, i1, . . . , il be the
list of vertices in S X ηpQIIq such that there exist arrows i0 Ñ i1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ il. Let i0 Ñ i´1 be the unique arrow
outside S whose source is i0, and il Ð il`1 be the unique arrow outside S whose target is il. Since QII is of Type
II, both of the arrows i0 Ñ i´1 and il Ð il`1 are not part of a 3-cycle. In particular, mutation at the vertices
i0, . . . , il only affects i´1, il`1, and the vertices in S.
Let QIII “ µi2pQIIq. Let S1 be the counterclockwise component of QIII containing i0. Then S1 X ηpQIIIq
is the directed path i´1 Ñ i0 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ il´1. Furthermore, S1 contains a 3-cycle il`1 Ñ il´1 Ñ il Ñ il`1. In
particular, any arrow in a clockwise component of QIII is part of a 3-cycle.
There is a 3-cycle ik Ñ ik`1 Ñ j Ñ ik in S if and only if there is a 3-cycle ik´1 Ñ ik Ñ j Ñ ik´1 in S1.
Swap the labels on the mutable vertices il and il`1 in QIII . Once again, it is routine to check that QIII
satisfies the remaining conditions of a quiver of Type III. 
Let QIII be a Type III quiver. We define a mutation sequence µj3 on some of the vertices of the counter-
clockwise components of QIII such that for each S P CCpQIIIq, the restriction of j3 to S consists of the vertices
in SzηpQIIIq, followed by the vertices j in S X ηpQIIIq such that i Ñ j for some i P SzηpQIIIq. If j is the last
vertex of S X ηpQIIIq, then it is removed from the list j3.
We say a quiver QIV is of Type IV if the following holds.
‚ The clockwise components satisfy most of the same rules as a Type III quiver. The only exception is that
if i is the last vertex of some clockwise component, then either i is red with an arrow iÐ i1 or it is green
with an arrow iÑ i1.
‚ For S P CCpQIIIq:
– The first arrow of S X ηpQIV q is not part of a 3-cycle.
– If i is the first vertex in S X ηpQIV q, then it is green with arrow iÑ i1.
– If i is the last vertex in SXηpQIV q, then it is either green with arrow iÑ i1 or red with arrow iÐ i1.
Furthermore, if i is green, then the last arrow j Ñ i is not part of a 3-cycle, and j is red with arrows
j Ð i1 and j Ð j1.
– Every other vertex in S is red with arrow iÐ i1.
Lemma 9.11. Applying the mutation sequence µj3 to a quiver of Type III produces a quiver of Type IV, up to
a permutation of the mutable vertices.
Proof. Let QIII be a quiver of Type III. It is clear that the mutation sequence does not affect any clockwise
component with the possible exception of the last vertex.
Let S be a counterclockwise component of QIII . Let S
1 be the result of mutating at each of the vertices in
SzηpQIIIq. Then S1 is a directed path. If i is a vertex of SzηpQIIIq and j is the unique vertex in S with j Ñ i,
then i is red in S1 with arrows i Ð i1 and i Ð j1. Furthermore, j is green in S1 with an arrow j Ñ i1. All other
vertices of S1 are still red.
Let S2 be the result of mutating at the remaining vertices in the mutation sequence µj3 . Let i and j be the
same vertices as before, and suppose j is not the last vertex in S. Then j is red in S2 with an arrow j Ð i1 and
i is red in S2 with an arrow iÐ j1. If j is the last vertex, then i and j remain as they were in S1.
Up to swapping some labels i, j in the mutable part of QIII , the result of applying µj3 to QIII is a quiver of
Type IV. 
Given a quiver QIV of Type IV, we define a mutation sequence µj4 as follows. For each clockwise component
R, if ηpQIV q X R is i1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ il then the restriction of µj4 to R is µi1 ¨ ¨ ¨µil´1 if il is red and µi1 ¨ ¨ ¨µil if il is
green.
With this setup, we have the following result whose proof we omit.
Lemma 9.12. Applying the mutation sequence µj4 to a quiver of Type IV produces a quiver whose vertices are
all red.
Since the mutation sequences µj3 and µj4 are the same as µi3 and µi4 up to relabeling mutable vertices as
done in the proofs of Lemmas 9.9, 9.10, and 9.11, we have now proved Theorem 9.8.
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10. Additional Remarks
Any quiver Q in the mutation class of an acyclic quiver gives rise to a finite dimensional k-algebra, denoted
kQ{I, known as a cluster-tilted algebra (as defined in [8]). The quivers of mutation types An, Dn, and rAn,
which we have considered in this paper, all define cluster-tilted algebras of the corresponding type. By referring
to the known results on derived equivalence of cluster-tilted algebras of these types, we suspect that the length of
minimal length maximal green sequences is constant on derived equivalence classes. We now briefly summarize
these known results.
Let kQ1{I1 and kQ2{I2 be two derived equivalent cluster-tilted algebras. It follows from [9, Theorem 5.1]
that kQ1{I1 and kQ2{I2 are of type An if and only if the minimal length maximal green sequences of Q1 have
the same length as those of Q2. It follows from [3, Theorem 1.1] that if kQ1{I1 and kQ2{I2 are of type rAn, then
they have the same number of 3-cycles. Thus the minimal length maximal green sequences of Q1 will have the
same length as those of Q2.
In the case of cluster-tilted algebras of type Dn, there is no complete derived equivalence classification. From
[4, Theorem 2.3], any cluster-tilted algebra kQ1{I1 of type Dn is derived equivalent to an algebra kQ{I whose
quiver Q is in one of six classes of mutation type Dn quivers. Bastian, Holm, and Ladkani call these six classes
standard forms and denote them by paq, pbq, pcq, pd1q, pd2q, pd3q. Any two distinct standard forms which are not
of the class pd3q are not derived equivalent.
If kQ1{I1 is not self-injective, it may be put into its standard form by mutations that the authors call good
mutations and good double mutations. Using Theorem 6.1, one checks that the length of minimal length
maximal green sequences is invariant under good mutations and good double mutations. If kQ1{I1 is self-injective,
then [4, Lemma 4.5] and Theorem 6.1, shows that the quiver of the standard form of kQ1{I1 has minimal length
maximal green sequences with the same length as those of Q1. These observations suggest the following question.
Question 10.1. Suppose kQ1{I1 and kQ2{I2 are two derived equivalent cluster-tilted algebras where i1 P
MGSpQ1q and i2 P MGSpQ2q are minimal length maximal green sequences. Is it true that `pi1q “ `pi2q?
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